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TÜLAY ARTAN

A BOOK OF KINGS PRODUCED AND PRESENTED 

AS A TREATISE ON HUNTING

In the Topkapæ Palace collection is an early-seven-

teenth-century manuscript secured in a fine leather 

binding, an Ottoman Turkish translation of a medieval 

Arabic text, {Umdat al-mul¢k, bearing the title Tu¥fetü’l-

mül¢k ve’s-sel¸«ºn.1 It is composed of three parts, the 

first on hippiatry (the treatment of horse diseases) 

and hippology (the study of horses), the second on 

horsemanship, and the third on hunting. Written on 

burnished paper in clearly legible naskh, it is illus-

trated with 164 miniatures of superb quality. These 

are certainly the work of two exceptional artists; so far, 

however, they have been overlooked by art historians, 

probably due to their subject matter.2 

ROYAL PROJECT, UNIQUE DOCUMENT

The sumptuous, purplish-brown leather binding of the 

Tu¥fetü’l-mül¢k ve’s-sel¸«ºn is embossed in gold, with 

a central lobed medallion and pendants and lobed 

concave corner brackets, all decorated with floral and 

cloud motifs. The field of the doublure and flap is 

filled with gilded cloud bands on a ground of densely 

spiraling blossom-scrolls. The spine  is marked by 

a well-wishing poem in Arabic: “To the owner [of 

this work] felicity and success; may he live as long 

as pigeons coo” (Li-ª¸¥ibihi sa{¸da wa-sal¸ma wa «¢la 

’l-{umri m¸ n¸hat ¥am¸matun). The dedication medal-

lion and the beginnings of the first two chapters are 

illuminated. Chapter endings, too, are illuminated 

with elegant floral designs. Page borders are plain, 

but the illustrated pages and interlinear spaces are 

often accompanied by gold illumination in the head-

ings. Even at first sight the calligraphy, illuminations, 

illustrations, and binding together testify to a royal 

project. Eventually, this impression is confirmed by 

direct evidence.

On both sides of the first folio, we find two frontis-

piece miniatures (1a and 1b), each showing a gathering 

of men in a kiosk. On folio 1a, six people are shown 

on the ground floor and another four on the upper 

story of the kiosk; both parties are praying with their 

hands raised and open, and possibly facing Mecca. On 

folio 1b, four men in a single-story kiosk are sitting 

side by side, albeit in couples, expressing close com-

panionship as each member of a twosome embraces 

the other with one arm while simultaneously grasp-

ing the other’s opposite arm with his free hand. It is 

plausible to regard the two miniatures in question as 

reflecting both on the patron/sponsor and on a par-

ticular group that was responsible for the production 

of the manuscript, perhaps comprising the translator-

author of the text, the artists of the paintings, the cal-

ligrapher, and even the binder, the illuminator, and 

any assistants.3 

On folio 1a, there is also a note in red ink in the 

upper margin that reads “Illustrated Horse Training” 

(Muªavver te}dºbü’l-Òayl),4 as well as the seal of Sultan 

Ahmed [I, r. 1603–17]. In a circular dedication medal-

lion on the next folio (2a), both the title of the man-

uscript and its patron are identified in gilt lettering: 

Tu¥fetü’l-mül¢k ve’s-sel¸«ºn, the Gift of Kings and Sultans, 

has been translated into Turkish upon the order of his 

majesty, the sultan of the sultans of the world and caliph 

of the owner of justice and beneficence, Sultan Ahmed 

Khan son of Sultan Mehmed Khan son of Sultan Murad 

Khan, may God support his reign and sultanate. This book 

includes the books of veterinary medicine, horsemanship, 

and the hunting of wild beast and bird. God bless our 

master Muhammad, his family, and all his associates.5

On folio 4a, the original from which this book is 

translated is identified as the “Main Subject of Kings” 

({Umdat al-mul¢k), a book dealing with veterinary 

 science, horsemanship, and the science of hunting 

beasts and birds, penned by a certain Amir Hajib 

{Ashiq Timur.

Unfortunately, a close study reveals that some pages 

of text and miniatures are missing, while others are in 

disarray. Moreover, much of the final chapter is lost, 

together with the epilogue and the colophon. Never-
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theless, what has survived is of considerable impor-

tance. Today, in the manuscript collections of Istanbul, 

as well as in those built on material dispersed from 

the Ottoman capital and earlier Islamic courts, there 

are numerous medieval treatises on horses and horse-

manship, which, like medieval European treatises 

on hippology, deal primarily with descriptions of 

horses, the art of riding, and the prevention and treat-

ment of horse ailments. In the hands of numerous 

copiers, translators, and/or compilers, the contents 

of these manuscripts, single, merged, or combined, 

have changed so much that it is not always easy to 

establish their origins, authors, or patrons.6 In our 

case, however, there is a definite attribution to an 

original work by Amir Hajib {Ashiq Timur. More-

over, in addition to (or in spite of) this lineage, the 

seventeenth-century manuscript in question appears 

to be strictly and literally unique—not only because 

it is opulent but also because it incorporates a sec-

tion on hunting. As opposed to the overwhelming 

number of medieval Islamic works on the veterinary 

sciences that deal with the horse, treatises on the 

hunt are extremely rare. Furthermore, their subject 

matter is mostly limited to the birds of prey that 

were used in hunting. Also, among those that are 

available to modern scholarship, there is none that 

can be related either to our text or to any other text 

attributable to Amir Hajib {Ashiq Timur.7 Dedicated 

to Ahmed I, the Tu¥fetü’l-mül¢k ve’s-sel¸«ºn may have 

been compiled and prepared around 1610, at a time 

when military campaigns were becoming less frequent 

and hunting was emerging not only as a semi-routin-

ized substitute but even as a personal passion of the 

young sultan. The identification of the patron and/

or sponsor behind the production of the manuscript 

as a whole—and especially of the section on the mer-

its of the royal hunt—as well as that of the two artists 

involved in its production (here designated “Painter 

A” and “Painter B”) can provide new perspectives for 

the understanding of early-seventeenth-century poli-

tics at the Ottoman court. 

The present study is limited to an exploration of the 

contents of the third chapter on hunting.8 Oleg Grabar, 

elaborating on “the epic” as one of “the major themes 

of Persian painting,” has remarked that 

...the stories of the Book of Kings also appear in other 

texts than that of Firdawsi. This was possible because 

certain stories, especially those connected with Bahram 

Gur and Khosraw Parviz, were reinterpreted in other 

genres, but also because many of the stories of the Book 

of Kings appear in the guise of a relatively small num-

ber of general subjects or activities (battle, hunt, feast, 

etc.) to which the heroes of the tales devote themselves, 

and thus the illustration gives a particular flavor to each 

manuscript. One could call these general subjects “subject-

types” and distinguish them from the particular subjects 

of each story.9

What I shall be presenting below demonstrates that not 

only the “subject-types” of the Book of Kings—battle, 

hunt, and feast—but also the “person-types”—that is, 

its combatants, hunters, and partying royalty—appear 

in the Tu¥fetü’l-mül¢k ve’s-sel¸«ºn, where they turn out, 

in both the text and the miniatures, to have lives of 

their own.

THE UPS AND DOWNS OF THE OTTOMAN 
ROYAL HUNT FROM THE LATE FOURTEENTH 

TO THE EARLY SEVENTEENTH CENTURY 

Starting with the eldest son of Orhan Gazi (r. 1324–62), 

Süleyman Pasha, who is reported to have died when 

his horse tripped and fell during a hunting party in 

1357, the Ottoman royal hunt is often noted by the 

chroniclers as part of court life and routine.10 It was in 

the sixteenth century, however, that Süleyman Pasha’s 

incomparably more famous namesake, Süleyman I (r. 

1520–66), emerged as the epitome of the ferocious 

hunter-sultan. Again and again, chroniclers described 

him and artists of his time portrayed him as partici-

pating in hunting parties.11 This distinctive topos was 

also retrospectively applied. The Hünern¸me, or Book 

of Talents, which was planned to expound on Süley-

man I’s military prowess, not only pictured him as 

the Ottoman royal hunter but also breathed new life 

into the hunting images of a few of his long-gone 

pre decessors, such as Murad I, Beyazid I, Mehmed I, 

and Süleyman’s father, Selim I.12

Both Murad I (r. 1363–89) and Beyazid I (r. 1389–

1402) are known to have patronized extensive hunting 

establishments, incorporating a task force of around 

five to six thousand people, including those stationed 

in the hunting preserves.13 The janissary corps, gen-

erally agreed to have been introduced under Murad 

I, incorporated titles such as «urnacæba×æ, ªamsuncuba×æ 

(sansuncuba×æ/seksoncuba×æ), zaÚ¸rcæba×æ, and segb¸nba×æ, 

all of whom were officers charged with the care and 

management of rare and cherished hunting dogs. 

The implied absorption of members of an earlier, 

already existing hunting establishment into the new 
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army of royal guards has been interpreted as a by-

product of Murad’s predilection for the hunt.14 Else-

where, his numerous and most valuable hunting dogs 

are said to have worn lavish silver collars.15 Murad I is 

also credited with having constructed a comfortable 

hunting lodge at Çömlek (also spelled “Çölmek”), a 

seemingly inexhaustible game preserve to the north 

of Edirne that remained a favored hunting station 

for centuries.16 

As for Murad II (r. 1421–44, 1446–51), an anony-

mous Ûazav¸tn¸me (heroic poem of military exploits) 

on the Izladi and Vidin campaigns records him as hav-

ing witnessed Karamanoqlu being repulsed in 1442 

while he was enjoying a hunting party.17 He is said 

to have treasured a thousand hounds and more than 

two hundred hunting birds.18 Another source records 

Murad II’s hunting at the summer pastures of Sakar, 

Ke×erlik, and Çöke, all in the vicinity of Edirne.19 His 

son Mehmed II (r. 1444–46, 1451–81) and grandson 

Beyazid II (r. 1481–1512) also frequently hunted in 

and around Edirne,20 often making use of Murad I’s 

hunting lodge at Çömlek/Çölmek, the center of the 

Çöke district.21 Mehmed II is also noted as being at 

Çöke when he issued orders to Malkoçoqlu Bali Bey 

to launch raids directed at Hungary. Similarly, Beyazid 

II is described as receiving ambassadorial envoys from 

Egypt, India, and Hungary at his hunting lodge. Such 

observations attest to the routinization of hunting as 

part of the official duties of the sultan.22

Even after the conquest of Constantinople, Mehmed 

II and his son Beyazid II often returned to Edirne, 

and hunting parties in the already established parks 

and woodlands resumed.23 Selim I spent the winters of 

1513–1424 and 1515–1625 in Edirne, where he hunted 

intensely. In 1518 and 1519, he is reported as hunt-

ing at Gümülcine (Komotini), Karasu Yenicesi, Filibe 

(Plovdiv), and also in the vicinity of Edirne.26 Quite 

noteworthy is his unusual hunting trip to Trabzon.27 
Thus it comes as no surprise that Selim I’s hunter 

portrait should have been included in the first vol-

ume of the Hünern¸me.28 

As already indicated, the reign and career of Süley-

man the Lawgiver represented both a continuation 

of the hunting activities of his predecessors and, at 

least with regard to how those activities were por-

trayed, a turning point. Numerous Ottoman chroni-

cles abound in references to the extent to which he 

too was absorbed by hunting.29 In September 1521, 

immediately after the conquest of Belgrade, Süleyman 

is to be found hunting at Uzuncaova—while he was 

still mourning the death of his son, Prince Murad, and 

while preparations for the Rhodian expedition must 

have been imminent.30 In later years and decades, 

during his numerous westbound expeditions through 

and much further beyond Edirne, the sultan hunted 

as the army marched on. Of all the various locations 

that he frequented, the woodlands (_oru) in the vicin-

ity of Yanbolu seem to have been the most favored 

during his reign.31

As with so many other things, a certain change 

seems to have set in after the Süleymanic era, though 

it is not easy to pinpoint just what was involved. At 

the very least, it appears that Süleyman’s immediate 

successors, that is to say his son, his grandson, and 

his great-grandson, did not sustain the same level of 

hunting activity, or perhaps did not do so willingly and 

enthusiastically. Among other things, this might have 

been because the imperial hunting reserves developed 

and exploited over previous centuries were now more 

difficult to manage and maintain. For example, while 

Selim II (r. 1566–75) had no real interest in hunting, 

he did take care to act in accordance with established 

court custom. Thus, following his enthronement and 

as soon as he arrived in Edirne, he issued several 

imperial decrees towards the protection of the hunt-

ing grounds in the vicinity.32

There are other ambiguities. Selim II’s occasional 

hunting processions have been painted by a group 

of European artists whose works are not regarded as 

reflecting direct observation. Instead, these paintings 

are agreed to have been based on an original, possi-

bly by local artists, that was acquired in Istanbul about 

1575 by David Ungnad, the Habsburg ambassador.33 At 

the same time, the court painter Nakka× Hasan, who 

in the Øehn¸me-i ¸l-i Osman of 1596 depicted Selim II 

as using a mace to strike wild animals being brought 

to him, all the while remaining seated on a throne 

under a canopy, may have been resorting to subdued 

yet deliberate sarcasm.34 Murad III (r. 1575–95), who 

acquired a reputation as a mystic and a patron of the 

arts, was never noted by the chroniclers of the time as 

participating in any kind of martial activity, including 

hunting. However, Michael Heberer, a former galley 

slave, testifies that in 1588 he had the opportunity to 

watch Murad III hunt rabbits in the royal gardens on 

the shores of the Bosphorus.35 Murad’s son Mehmed 

III (r. 1595–1603) also appears to have been physi-

cally inactive. And yet, when Mehmed III had to par-

ticipate in the Eger campaign, he left Istanbul in July 

1596, together with all the palace huntsmen in his  
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retinue, and as he traveled he hunted officially and vis-

ibly at Halkalæ, Benef×e, Çatalca, Silivri, Arablu Deresi, 

Çorlu, Karæ×dæran, Burgaz, and Hasköy.36 It may there-

fore be possible to infer that while, after Süleyman I, 

participation in royal hunting parties was clearly not 

a personal choice, let alone an obsession, the next 

three sultans nevertheless regarded it as a duty, a 

regnal obligation that they complied with. Moreover, 

even when the sultans were not consumed by hunt-

ing, they often took measures to ensure that the game 

reserves were jealously guarded and carefully and rou-

tinely maintained. 

 With Ahmed I (r. 1603–17) the Ottoman royal hunt 

took another turn. The chronicles of his time abound 

in references to hunting parties, often concluding with 

sumptuous banquets.37 In early June 1604, six months 

after he had ascended the throne, the sixteen-year-

old sultan was at the palaces of Davudpa×a and Hal-

kalæ to bid farewell to his army and his grand vizier, 

who were embarking on a campaign to the western 

front while Ahmed busied himself hunting birds with 

falcons or watching performances of horsemanship.38 

In early November 1604, the sultan received the news 

of the birth of his first son while he was at a hunting 

party at Rumeli Bahçesi.39 In early October 1605, he 

was hunting at Çatalca and on the spur of the moment 

decided to visit Edirne, perhaps out of a need to emu-

late his prodigious forebearers who had routinely set 

out on Europe-bound campaigns from Edirne after the 

completion of the hunting season. On this occasion, 

however, no hunting is recorded either on the ardu-

ous three-day trip, during his eight-day stay there, or 

on the way back. Likewise, when he traveled to Bursa 

the next month, he did not engage in any hunting 

on the way.40 Nevertheless, possibly in response to 

manipulation by courtiers frustrated by his immedi-

ate predecessors’ lack of interest in war leadership 

and deficient martial skills, the young sultan from this 

point onward began to demonstrate an overwhelming 

commitment to hunting in the royal gardens of Istan-

bul: at Üsküdar, Göksu, Kandilli, Tokat, and Beykoz 

on the Asian side; at Saræyer and Feridun along the 

European shores of the Bosphorus; and at Ayazaqa, 

Haramideresi, Kaqæthane, Karaaqaç, and Halkalæ on the 

Golden Horn.41 Still, these hunts were on a relatively 

small scale and close to home. A major break came 

in December 1612 when, setting out from Davudpa×a, 

Ahmed hunted all the way to Edirne, organizing par-

ties at Filorya (Küçükçekmece), Büyükçekmece, Siliv-

 ri, Çorlu, Karæ×dæran, Burgaz, Babaeski, and Hafsa. 

He then spent the rest of the winter hunting in and 

around Edirne, enjoying drives at Çömlek, Kurdka-

yasæ, and Karaaqaç that lasted for days.42 On April 15, 

1613, the royal party left Edirne and hunted relent-

lessly on the road as they headed first for Bolayær and 

Gelibolu to visit the tomb of Süleyman Pasha “the 

Hunter,” and then for Istanbul.43 On May 14 the sul-

tan finally returned and made a ceremonial entry into 

the capital with a pomp-and-circumstance procession 

as if he were returning from a victorious military cam-

paign.44 He promptly left the imperial palace again, 

this time for the palace at Üsküdar, where he stayed 

for forty-five days and hunted in the royal gardens. 

Over the rest of the summer, he continued to hunt 

as he visited the palaces and gardens at ~stavroz, Ter-

sane, Davudpa×a, and Halkalæ; there was also a drive at 

Çatalca.45 The following winter he once again moved to 

Edirne and hunted along the way.46 While at Edirne, 

he organized drives lasting for many days and nights 

in the royal hunting grounds of Çömlek.47

Mustafa Safi reports a royal bag of eighteen deer, 

150 hares, forty foxes, and several wolves taken on 

one occasion; regarding another, he speaks of a bag 

of twelve deer, 127 hares, thirty-three foxes, and one 

wolf.48 Large as these numbers may seem, as royal 

hunts go they are relatively modest. The tallies sug-

gest that Ahmed I had been practicing this royal 

sport purely as an elite pastime involving demonstra-

tions of chivalry and gallantry. Hunting reflected the 

sultan’s need to show off his military prowess in the 

absence of opportunities for (potentially) victorious 

campaigns during his reign.49 No longer an overac-

tive youth but now a vigorous young man, Ahmed I 

was a make-believe conqueror who modeled himself 

on Süleyman I. Although no miniature painting has 

survived that depicts him during the chase or in any 

other hunt-related setting, there is a document refer-

ring to a now-lost scroll picture of him in a proces-

sion to the hunting park at Davudpa×a, with the kind 

of pomp and display that had been established dur-

ing the reign of Süleyman I.50 Hasan Bey-zade Ahmed, 

Topçular Katibi {Abdülkadir, and Mustafa Safi also 

repeatedly refer to the Süleyman-like posturing and 

behavior of the young sultan. He used the hunting 

lodge at Çömlek, rebuilt by Süleyman I and called 

b¸r-g¸h-æ Süleym¸nº, as a reminder of his great-grand-

father’s might and magnificence.51 He was apparently 

perceived as so promising a replacement for his great-

grandfather that European observers were even will-

ing to accept an equestrian portrait of Süleyman I as 
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a representation of Ahmed I.52 In any case, Ahmed I 

came to patronize the entire hunting establishment 

of the court, which included no fewer than thirty fal-

coners (doÚancæ) in the Ender¢n (inner section of the 

palace)—three in the Privy Chamber, seven in the 

Treasury, and twenty in the Imperial Wardrobe. At the 

same time, in the Bºr¢n (outer section of the palace), 

there were 271 goshawk keepers (ça_ærcæ), 276 pere-

grine falconers (×¸hºnci), and forty-five hawk keepers 

(atmacacæ)—nearly six hundred men in all.53 It was a 

machine capable of wholesale slaughter on a much 

more massive scale. 

THE TUÝFETÜ’L-MÜL·K VE’S-SEL@ÞµN AND ITS 
“HUNTING TREATISE” COMPONENT

It was probably at this juncture that the Tu¥fetü’l-mül¢k 

ve’s-sel¸«ºn was translated (or compiled or adapted) for 

Ahmed I. By way of introduction, the text presents a 

compendium of Islamic references to the horse. It is 

followed by a stately eulogy of Ahmed I, who is said 

to have understood the importance of noble horses, 

gallant riders, the veterinary sciences, and chivalry. 

Like the early Islamic conquerors, the Ottoman sultan 

is portrayed as having had to rely on the power of 

the horse to vanquish and rule. We then come to 

statements reflecting on Ahmed I’s predilection for 

horse racing and hunting, expressed in terms of his 

eagerness to campaign against the internal enemies 

of his realm: 

His noble highness holds race horses and strong-hearted 

horsemen in great favor, and his high-flying hawks willingly 

go out for fresh air in the form of a ride in the desert and 

in the wide fields to hunt the partridge-hearted subjects 

and the gazelle-hearted peoples of the kingdom.54 

This passage subtly reflects an underlying tension con-

cerning the diverse values embodied in hunting. We 

understand from period chroniclers such as Mustafa 

Safi, who was also the sultan’s imam and confidant, 

that many of Ahmed I’s contemporaries disapproved 

of the sultan’s passion for hunting. Such total engage-

ment meant pleasure, and “any kind of pleasure was 

regarded with suspicion and could be linked with sin, 

particularly lust. This attitude was so entrenched in 

the medieval mind that pleasure often engendered a 

sense of guilt in the psyche of believers.”55 

At the Ottoman court, too, the baying of the hounds, 

the bustle and excitement of splendidly clad riders, 

the thrill of the chase, and the triumphant beat of the 

small kettledrums were all components of the high-

est form of enjoyment. In court circles and among 

the ulema, there seems to have been considerable 

discussion surrounding the young Ahmed’s devotion 

to his hunting routine, the consensus being that it 

was infringing on the sultan’s regular Friday prayers. 

There were also complaints about lavish spending on 

the royal hunt, specifically the cost of maintaining 

vast hunting parks and preserves, which denied com-

moners access to forest resources and, even worse, 

withdrew large tracts of land from cultivation. Court 

officials repeatedly recommended economizing on 

the royal hunt: in their view, it was a major source of 

economic strain, with spending for it (on robes, car-

riages, palaces, parks, hounds, horses, and, of course, 

hunters) contributing greatly to the rising burden on 

the imperial treasury.

In his Zübdetü’t-Tevârîh, Mustafa Safi repeatedly 

defended his master against such charges.56 He found 

it necessary to explain that beyond pleasure, hunting 

involved a serious motive.57 For the feudal elites of 

medieval Europe and the noble warriors of Asia, prow-

ess in the art of hunting was an important aspect of 

social life. It provided (or sustained) essential train-

ing for chivalry and warfare and, in times of peace, 

served as a substitute for the battlefield. The above 

quotation, linking the sultan’s absorption in hunting, 

horses, and horsemanship to his military prowess in 

fighting the empire’s internal and external enemies, 

should also be read in this vein. 

Questions of authorship

In neither European nor non-European pre-modernity 

does the elite interest in hunting necessarily trans-

late into an abundant literature covering all aspects 

of this key practice: there are major, albeit varying, 

lacunae in both literatures. In the medieval West, for 

example, there was prolific writing on venery, but it 

contains remarkably little on the role of the horse 

in the chase. In medieval literature from the Islamic 

lands, even though there are plenty of manuscripts 

on beasts in general and horses in particular, they 

provide little information on hunting. This is  the 

reason that the “Treatise on Hunting” incorporated 

into the Tu¥fetü’l-mül¢k ve’s-sel¸«ºn is so significant, even 

though the original on which it was based is currently 

missing and its author remains obscure—despite the 
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folio 4a attribution of the original (as a whole) to a 

certain Amir Hajib {Ashiq Timur.

Given customary practice at the time, it cannot be 

ruled out that what was rendered in Ottoman Turk-

ish as the Tu¥fetü’l-mül¢k ve’s-sel¸«ºn was a compilation 

and conflation of two or more works. In fact, the text 

itself hints at this possibility in several places. On folio 

201b, for example, we learn that the text comprises, 

first, a study of the horse and its ailments; second, a 

study of horsemanship, which inevitably goes hand in 

hand with veterinary science; and third, a revised and 

abridged version of a work by a certain Shu{ayb.58 Unfor-

tunately, I have been able to identify neither Shu{ayb 

nor his work. Folio 201b further asserts that what fol-

lows will concern a certain Bakr(?) and the “science,” 

culture, and practice of hunting.59 This second person 

may have been Abu Bakr al-Baytar ibn Badr al-Din, also 

known as Nasiri (Naseri) ibn al-Mundhir (d. 1340), 

who was the author of K¸shif hamm al-wayl fº ma{rifat 

amr¸¤ al-khayl (ca. 1339–40); this book on hippiatry 

was based on earlier works such as K¸mil al-ªin¸{atayn 

(al-bay«ara wa ’l-zar«afa), composed by a certain Ibn 

Akhi Hizam in the ninth or tenth century.60 Like his 

father before him, Abu Bakr was chief veterinary sur-

geon at the Mamluk court. He served in the palace 

of Sultan Muhammad al-Nasir (r. 1294, 1299–1341), 

to whom his treatise was dedicated—hence the title 

“Naseri,” which came to be applied to both the work 

and its author. Several copies of Naseri have been 

located, and a few are still in Istanbul.61 

 How can this assertion be made compatible with 

that other claim by the translator of {Umdat al-mul¢k 

into Ottoman Turkish, set out on folio 4a, that the 

original was composed or compiled (te}lºf etmi×dir) by 

a certain Amir Hajib {Ashiq Timur? George Sarton 

has noted that a Syrian writer named Muhammad ibn 

Lajin al-Husami al-Tarabul[u]si al-Rammah (hence his 

nickname, “the Lancer of Tripoli”) composed a man-

uscript on cavalry tactics entitled Bughyat al-q¸sidºn bi 

’l-{amal fi ’l-may¸dºn. The work was dedicated to Amir 

{Ashiq Timur Sayf al-Din al-Mardini, who was the Mam-

luk governor of Aleppo until his death in 1388.62 This 

second reference to either the same or a very similar 

name raises the possibility that the person to whom 

the original of the Tu¥fetü’l-mül¢k ve’s-sel¸«ºn is attrib-

uted may have been the work’s patron rather than its 

author. 

The secondary literature on medical or military man-

uscripts of medieval Islamic vintage has so far yielded 

no further information on Amir Hajib {Ashiq Timur 

as the patron of a manuscript on hunting. Numer-

ous works on veterinary science and cavalry train-

ing compiled under the Mamluk sultanate consisted 

mostly of material from earlier writings dating back 

to the ninth or even the late-eighth century, i.e., to 

the time of the Abbasid caliphs of Baghdad. Further-

more, in Arabo-Islamic manuals, a chain of author-

ity from master to student was also usually provided. 

Either or both of these dimensions—recopying from 

earlier works and master–student connections—might 

account for the references to Shu{ayb or Bakr. In 

the absence of any such lineage, it is still plausible 

that the Tu¥fetü’l-mül¢k ve’s-sel¸«ºn is at least partially 

a descendant of a treatise from the latter part of the 

fourteenth century dedicated to {Ashiq Timur, Amir 

of Aleppo. The master–student chain of lineage might 

have then extended back from him to a certain mas-

ter of the hunt, another “Amir,” who not only knew 

the chase but was also a close and longtime servitor 

of his ruler—as the other epithet,“Hajib,” in reference 

to a prince’s chamberlain, suggests. We also know that 

hunting masters often moved on to higher posts and 

greater successes, as did many an amºr-i shik¸r (mas-

ter of the hunt) in the Mamluk kingdom.63

As with the author(s) of the original treatise(s), the 

identity of the Ottoman Turkish translator/compiler 

also remains unclear. In the preface, he repeatedly 

states that the translation had been ordered by Ahmed 

I. He also complains bitterly about the task assigned 

him, which, he says, has cost him a great deal of his 

treasured lifetime. He reveals nothing further, how-

ever, about himself, the immediate patron, or the cir-

cles in which the manuscript was produced. This raises 

the possibility that the work was never actually com-

pleted (as opposed to the idea of a completed manu-

script that was subsequently broken up). Towards the 

end of this article, I will argue that the miniatures, 

more than anything else, provide us with clues regard-

ing the identity of the patron and his motives for the 

production of such a sumptuous manuscript. 

On the provision of hunting grounds, hunting aids, and 

hunting associates

The chapter on horsemanship concludes on folio 202a, 

the same page on which the chapter on hunting com-

mences. There is no illuminated title page similar to 

the two previous ones, but a fine floral decoration in 

gilt accentuates the beginning of the new chapter, 

which unfolds with a preface on hunting grounds, 
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hunting aids, and hunting associates (202a–202b). 

This section, abounding in Islamic references, seems to 

derive from a medieval text on hunting. Next comes a 

section expounding on issues related to justifying the 

royal hunt (202b–203b). It is followed by what reads 

as a “mirror of princes” (naªº¥atn¸me) (203b–206b), 

as well as comments regarding the preparations for 

and purposes of the royal hunt (204a–205a), and 

a discussion of how to conduct oneself during the 

chase (205a–206a). I believe this last section is origi-

nal, addressing Ahmed I in particular and possibly 

written by his courtiers. The text then continues with 

several sections on practical issues related to hunting 

organization. The repetitiousness of these sections 

seems to have been the result of stringing together 

various texts, perhaps those of Shu{ayb and/or Bakr. 
The chapter on hunting ends abruptly on 217b, with 

a new section heading on hunting dogs, which would 

have been followed by the section on dogs, and possibly 

by one on birds of prey. These lacunae are lamentable, 

since their absence leaves the seventy-two miniatures 

that follow, starting on 218a—nearly half of the min-

iatures in the manuscript—bound and presented with 

no accompanying text whatsoever. 

 At the beginning of the chapter on hunting 

(202a–202b), three ideas are set forth: first, that some-

one must provide the hunting grounds and facilitate 

the hunt; second, that hunting affords both the pro-

vider-facilitator and the hunter the opportunity to 

come into contact with the people; and third, that 

certain components of hunting, such as the aids and 

the associates, serve to define the roles of the confi-

dants of the hunter. No mention is made of the prey 

that is the object of the hunt. Hence, hunting is por-

trayed as a royal obligation that sovereigns take upon 

themselves as part of their commitment to state and 

society.

 In a fashion typical of medieval Islamic treatises 

the author alternates between between hunting and 

hunting grounds in the ethereal world and the phys-

ical world, as hunting becomes a metaphor for the 

search for absolute truth. It is God who provides the 

hunting reserves and facilitates the hunt, while the 

skill of hunting for (i.e., chasing, pursuing, or follow-

ing) the truth (i.e., knowledge or belief) is passed on 

to the followers of the Islamic faith with the help of 

the Prophet Muhammad, the caliphs, and the great 

sultans. In the physical world, hunting lets sovereigns 

familiarize themselves with the realities of their sub-

jects’ lives. Like their lassoes and hunting eagles, the 

sultans’ kindness and generosity extend far, help-

ing them to rule justly. Similarly, the attendants and 

courtiers who make up the royal hunter’s most inti-

mate and reliable cohort assist the sultan in fulfilling 

his obligations.

 Translated into everyday life, this passage reads as 

an introduction to the importance of knowing where 

hunting grounds in the wild are located and how to 

preserve them, as well as how to turn such areas, as 

well as deserts and oak groves, into well-kept game 

reserves for the enjoyment of royal hunters and their 

associates.64 Hunting grounds could be either “natural” 

or “man made,” but whether a forest or a royal gar-

den was involved, the woods and wild animals needed 

to be maintained. There were hunting places in the 

wilderness intended for royalty only—_orus known as 

×ik¸rg¸h-æ sel¸«ºn, ªaydg¸h-æ Ò¸ªªa—and the state took 

strict measures for their protection. Neither local fief 

holders nor the re{¸y¸ (literally “the flock,” that is, 

subjects of the realm) were allowed to hunt or graze 

their animals in, or benefit from the forest products 

of, these jealously guarded hunting preserves. Wardens 

(_orucus) of janissary background strictly supervised 

these reserves to prevent their abuse and destruction. 

Although Ottoman royal gardens were not exactly the 

paradise gardens of Indo-Iranian culture, royal hunt-

ing parties were integral to them.65

 This same passage (202a–202b) also emphasizes 

the daily duties of the sultan’s hunting associates, that 

is, those who cared for the royal hunting aids—the 

hounds, birds, and cats—taming and training them 

and driving them during the hunt. Known collectively 

as ×ik¸r Òal_æ, these men were not menial servants but 

honored and influential officers of the court and the 

janissary corps. The principal duty of the master of the 

hunt (×ik¸r aÚasæ) was to ensure safe and productive 

hunts for the sultan. With the help of skilled assistants, 

he procured and trained the hunting aids, oversaw 

their care, and maintained their trappings and other 

hunting equipment. The master of the hunt was also 

responsible for all preparations, including recruiting 

drovers or huntsmen from nearby villages, sealing off 

the hunting grounds, supplying food for the horses 

and hunting aids, and properly setting up camp for 

the sultan and his retinue. Despite the careful stage 

management and a plethora of special measures and 

precautions, the sultan’s safety was always a primary 

concern for the master of the hunt.

Excelling in the chase was not sufficient qualifi-

cation for this position; the master of the hunt also 
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had to be a close and longtime servitor of the sultan. 

Indeed, the sponsor of the Tu¥fetü’l-mül¢k ve’s-sel¸«ºn 

should be looked for among those hunting officers 

who not only had a visible place of honor in the court 

hierarchy but also perceived themselves as the true 

confidants of the sovereign. It is worth noting that 

in several instances Mustafa Safi identifies Ahmed I’s 

intimate hunting companions by name. 

On the justification of the royal hunt

Justification of the sultan’s lust for the hunt is found 

on folios 202b–206b. The author begins by recognizing 

the efforts of the just sultans to eliminate the internal 

and external enemies of the state, artfully relating their 

success to developments in the veterinary sciences 

that had in turn led to improvements in horseman-

ship. Following these advances in horsemanship, the 

threats posed by external enemies (those outside the 

borders of the lands of Islam) were repelled, and the 

bloodthirsty, leopard-like tyrants living within Islam-

dom were also overthrown.66 If as a consequence of 

his engagement in chivalry the sultan had become 

increasingly fond of hunting,67 it was for a good cause. 

A love of the hunt had long been perceived as a lust for 

pleasure, if not for blood. To deflect accusations that 

the sultan had so given himself over to the pleasures 

of hunting that he was neglecting his royal duties, the 

author/translator argues that hunting is also a means 

for the sovereign to inform himself of the affairs of 

the state and his subjects’ living conditions; he might 

then implement any regulations he deemed necessary 

as a result of these interactions with the populace.68

 In another clearly defensive reference, this one to 

the ethereal world, the author states, “Because hunt-

ing is a way for merriment and joy, [it is] a mental 

course towards the absolute truth consisting of four 

stages: traveling on the road to God, traveling in God, 

traveling with God, and traveling for God; it is the 

highest post one may achieve and the greatest effort 

one may exert.”

There are also more mundane reasons for sover-

eigns to engage in the hunt, which, according to the 

author, require no further explanation. For example, 

he states that hunting helps instill and develop courage 

and that sovereigns would not engage in war if their 

hearts were not made brave and fortified by hunting, 

which inoculates the soul with power.69 Hunting also 

helps to overcome unnecessary pride and unjustifi-

able laziness.70 If sovereigns were too inclined to the 

pleasures and luxuries of life, they would remain pas-

sive and unconcerned about the oppressors and the 

oppressed.71 Additionally, hunting helps to overcome 

excuses, for some sovereigns might try to hide their 

reluctance to fight oppressors and oppression behind 

the pretext of preserving peace and welfare.72 

Those sultans and sovereigns who, refraining from 

hunting, are too fond of secluding themselves and 

socializing with women neglect the moral principles 

of their realm and reign and become overly subject to 

customs, traditions, and diversions.73 These are mores 

that are characteristic of the lower strata of society. 

Whenever a ruler adopts the habits and morals of the 

masses, this becomes a crucial reason for his down-

fall.74 The sultan’s subjects, soldiers, and household 

would then dare to attack him,75 and the enemy would 

not allow him to stand firm on his feet.76 The leading 

dignitaries and ministers of his realm would render 

decisions independent of him and the high officials 

working in the public tax offices and the treasury would 

hide his money from him and cheat him.77 

A counsel for princes

After the section on justifications of the hunt, the text 

continues in the format of a naªº¥at-n¸me (203b–206a). 

The author/translator begins by advising the sultan 

that he should personally lead his army to war, even 

if it might fall on his generals to lead in the field 

during actual combat. However, the author/transla-

tor also provides counterarguments to this counsel, 

suggesting that he and perhaps also the faction he 

represented were caught on the horns of a dilemma. 

If the sovereign were to decline to personally lead 

the army, the author argues, each of the forces with 

a potential for challenging his reign—his subjects, 

including the militia, and his internal and external 

enemies—would resort to deceptions, such as providing 

misinformation or exaggerating the threat posed by his 

enemies to convince the sultan that they alone were 

his true confidants, whose counsel he should heed. 

They would thus, according to the author, gradually 

take over the country and the sultanate.78 

 Those who, through their cumulative experience in 

politics and the secrets of state policy, have arrived at 

learning and wisdom and are aware of this problem 

nevertheless dare not suggest that the sultan person-

ally participate in battle.79 Despite what they believe in 

principle, the author, and most likely his party, ulti-

mately advise the sultan not to commit himself to fight-
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ing in the flesh, because they fear that the treachery 

and trickery of war might lead to his injury or death.80 

If the sultan were to suffer bodily harm, the whole 

country would be imperiled, and the enemy could 

triumph; but if the sultan were to survive, even with 

the army defeated, it would still be possible for the 

empire to endure.81 Hence, according to the author, 

the supreme ruler of the ancient state and the great 

sultanate should not participate in combat in person.82 

Nevertheless, the sovereign might defy and repulse 

the enemy through the force of his spirit and char-

acter, while his associates and warriors fight and sac-

rifice their souls on his behalf.83

Following from, and overlapping with, the debate 

over the sultan’s participation in battle is the problem, 

expressed in the very same lines, of martyrs who die 

on the battlefield in the absence of their sovereign.84 

What haunted the Ottoman mind was the belief that 

on Judgment Day the sultan would be held responsi-

ble before God for the bodies and souls of the soldiers 

who were thus lost or injured fighting on his behalf. 

To persuade his audience, the ruling elite, that this 

was not an absolute dictum, the author claims that the 

idea is relevant only in those cases in which the sultan 

acts entirely on his own account, rather than in accor-

dance with the Prophet’s directives, thereby causing 

unnecessary casualties on the battlefield.

 Finally, the author turns to the problem of the sov-

ereign’s weaknesses, which derive from the sultan giv-

ing himself over to luxury and pleasure. Experienced 

in politics, the class of learned scholars have paid par-

ticular attention to this sort of moral defect, which was 

born out of affluence and comfort. Counseling frugal-

ity, they have striven to remove such desires from the 

hearts of their sovereigns, and to mend their moral 

principles damaged by softness and tenderhearted-

ness.85 However, with respect to actual politics, it has 

not been not possible for the learned class to dictate 

the sovereign’s behavior.86 

Predators as the measure of rulership: more on hunting as 

a metaphor for statecraft 

After stressing the need for sultanic severity and firm-

ness, the author revisits the problem of the sovereign 

personally leading his army into battle. When military 

forces, armies, and commanders engage in warfare  on 

behalf of Islam, as well as for the honor, fortitude, 

and impregnability of the state, the sultan is secure, 

and the enemy cannot harm him.87 But when the sov-

ereign himself is observed marching out, he comes 

within the reach of the enemy and its spies.88 For this 

reason, men of learning have had to encourage their 

sovereigns and fortify their hearts and souls before they 

engage in battle, thus enabling them to leave behind 

their concerns about their unassailability, might, and 

resilience. In this endeavor, hunting once more plays 

an instrumental role.

Almighty God intervened in the affairs of the caliphs 

and earthly sovereigns; through acts of revelation, He 

inspired the hearts of the ruling elite/men of learn-

ing, and taught them how to use different training 

methods to tame the wild beasts and the birds. As a 

result, these wild beasts and birds became accustomed 

to them, befriended them, and submitted to them.89 

When they (the ruling elite/men of learning) released 

them (literally, “sent them”), they returned; when they 

called out to them with instruments the beasts under-

stood their calls and responded to them. When some 

beasts tried to escape, they tied them down, and the 

beasts have remained to serve humanity. And they (the 

ruling elite/men of learning) have presented them to 

their sovereigns.90

 Thinking about all that might hinder a sover-

eign from making war, and believing that hunting 

might help, they (the ruling elite/the men of learn-

ing) arranged hunting parties for their princes and 

instructed them to take part in the chase. After that, 

once their sovereigns’ hearts became fond of hunt-

ing, the men of learning told them further that they 

had to choose a correct time for hunting and that 

they had to take with them their treasure (i.e., finan-

cial resources), as well as their hunting instruments.91 

The ruling elite/men of learning also instructed them 

(the sovereigns or princes) in such matters as shoot-

ing at hanging (swinging) objects and making up-

and-down movements like lowering a bucket into the 

water. They did all this in a proper manner, accord-

ing the sultans the respect and special concern due 

them.92

Preventing familiarity from breeding contempt and 

suppressing potential rivals 

According to the next section, a sultan setting out into 

the wild on a hunting expedition benefits greatly. He 

overcomes the boredom caused by prolonged stays 

in the city and by not traveling to the countryside.93 

He is able to rest and relax, breathe fresh air, gaze 

at the sky, and take advantage of the good health 
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imparted by the air.94 And he has the opportunity to 

go horse riding.95

 When the sultan and his close associates chase wild 

animals, he is able to push his horse to jump and to 

play, unlike in the capital, where, continually sur-

rounded by a great many people, he does not have 

the chance to engage in such pursuits. On the hunt-

ing grounds, however, there are no rivals or observ-

ers. If he were to try to do any of the aforementioned 

activities in the city, among the common people, it 

is possible that one among the lowest in rank of his 

soldiers might say, “I am more stable in the saddle, 

I am more powerful, and I am a better rider than 

the padishah.”96 The people might thus make snide 

remarks about the sultan, who would no longer appear 

as dignified in their eyes; the sultan should not have 

to endure this sort of humiliation. And if (one day), 

feeling the need to participate personally on the bat-

tlefield against the enemy, the sultan personally sal-

lies forth from the security, firmness, and durability 

of his sultanate, may he do so sheltered by his troops 

and soldiery, lest it be the end of the world.97

 Once they have demonstrated their riding skills, 

princes should regard it as desirable to look for their 

prey among leopards, tigers, (wild) dogs, and hawks—

the ferocious predators among birds and beasts—and 

to take their sport with them.98 As the sultan pursues 

and hunts these predators, he will gain courage and 

self-confidence; as he observes their many ways, he 

will note how fiercely they seize and grab, and how 

ferociously they rage. As he fights these beasts and 

overcomes some of them, he will observe how they 

seek to evade pursuit through all kinds of trickery 

and thus make their escape. After witnessing all sorts 

of situations in which predatory beasts hunt, the sul-

tan’s character will come to partake of their temper 

and nature.99 The sultan thus acquires characteris-

tics such as strength, determination, focus, and great-

ness, as well as public spirit, a sense of protectiveness 

toward his realm and his subjects, and perseverance 

against his enemies. By watching and observing the 

behavior of predators and those they prey upon, the 

sultan learns how to wage war. Brave fighters and war-

riors who acquire and apply their martial skills in this 

way are able to defeat the enemy on the field of bat-

tle. 

Personally ready for combat and the battlefield, the 

sultan also derives power, zeal, and courage from the 

enthusiasm of all the champions and warriors around 

him, from the energy and zeal that they display in the 

name of God, from how they tear apart, smash, and 

slay the enemy, and from their yells and shouts of 

triumph.100 Before he engages in warfare, the sultan 

observes on the hunting grounds the courage, effort, 

perseverance, and audacity of the leopards, tigers, 

hounds, falcons, hawks, and all the other beasts and 

birds used for hunting. Seeing how fiercely they grab, 

knock down, and tear their prey to pieces, the padis-

hah’s self and soul also gains motivation, valor, daring, 

and aggressiveness.101 The sultan thereby perseveres 

against, and triumphs over, the infidels from neighbor-

ing states. As for any tyrants in his own lands, the sul-

tan comes forth bearing the sword of justice, cleanses 

his country, and, saving his subjects from such oppres-

sion, he takes them back again.102

Maintaining monopoly over a “royal art”

Hunting has not been prescribed for rulers and sultans 

as a means of sustenance, for, unlike other hunters, 

they do not need to eat what they have bagged.103 It 

could be that what the sovereign really seeks to conquer 

and cultivate is knowledge, and that the prize he really 

pursues is the hearts and minds of his subjects, who 

have been entrusted to him by God. For people who 

are animal-like in their qualities cannot be influenced 

by any sermon or advice, since the only things that 

will have any effect on them are the policy, sword, 

justice, and fury of the sultan.104

We have sought out the ends of the world, o prince, for 

the sake of the hunt,

Master the knowledge of the hunt, so that you may cap-

ture the bird of the heart.

Release the royal falcon of your zeal, to the summits that 

guard your kingdom,

For they have goshawks’ talons, those gain-seekers who 

are now being born.105 

It is for this reason that hunting has been prescribed 

only for sultans and sovereigns, while soldiers and 

members of the troops have not been permitted to 

hunt.106 And if hunting has come to be allowed, it 

is because of the grace that has been bestowed on 

princes rather than on hunters and drovers. So it 

has been that padishahs themselves have descended 

on hunting grounds, accompanied by a plethora of 

predatory beasts and gamebirds.107 For soldiers and 

subjects alike there is nothing more dangerous than 

having their lord (or commander) designated as a 

keeper (or watchman) during a hunting party. It is a 

great betrayal, for it has happened many times that 
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when people commanding large numbers of soldiers, 

drovers, and troops have taken to the field in pomp 

and glory to pursue the hunt, their enemy has by craft 

and guile succeeded in hunting and seizing them. 

For this reason, the hunt is not meant for anyone 

but the ruler.108

 When the sultan uses hunting as a pretext to go 

out and observe the conditions of the subjects living 

under his rule, this leaves nobody with any special 

connection or influence: his sultanate admits of no 

partners, of no one who has the right to use the same 

pretext for going out in the same way. But every now 

and then this has happened. To guard against it, the 

sovereigns have thus reserved hunting as their own 

privilege, and prohibited it to the common people.109 

They have also prohibited all others from keeping 

and caring for hawks and predatory beasts like dogs 

or leopards, since, as the sovereigns used to say, “This 

(hunting) is a royal art.”110 And nobody who was not 

one of them had the right to be like them; so (only) 

the princes could go out hunting. And as they were 

getting ready, they would warn the drovers in their ret-

inue that the soldiers were allowed to hunt only pred-

ators and nothing else, so that, especially when they  

brought forth the enemy, their paths would not be 

entangled and their horses would not be exhausted; for 

there have been times when, in pursuing wild beasts, 

horses have lost their footing and been lamed.111

Modes of conduct during the hunt

In a section entitled “the first stage of hunting” (evvel 

mer¸tib-i ªayd), we find a discussion of the most suitable 

weather conditions for the hunt. One has to ascertain 

whether it is going to be cloudy or clear: this depends 

on the month of the year, the (natural) environment, 

and the climate (what we would today call an ecosys-

tem). Knowledge of the appropriate times for hunt-

ing helps in determining when and where various 

kinds of prey are to be found.112 The author/translator 

elaborates further on what to look out for in order to 

make an accurate weather forecast (206b). Quoting a 

hadith in Arabic, he relates how the Prophet Muham-

mad forecast rain by observing different tones of color 

in different parts of the clouds (207a). The author/

translator then discusses rainclouds, lightning, and 

thunderbolts (207b), and also incorporates an anec-

dote about a dialogue between an old blind shepherd 

and his young daughter (208a).

 In the next section, on “modes of conduct during 

the hunt” (ªayd içün çæ_ældæ_ta v¸_i{ olan ¸d¸bæ bey¸n 

eder), the author counsels that the sultan, while on 

hunting expeditions, should inquire about the needs 

and problems of his subjects.113 He also advises that 

the people be given advance notice of hunting par-

ties because timid women and those who hold their 

persons dear might not be able to suffer the impetu-

ousity and brutality displayed by the (hunting) atten-

dants.114

 There follows a discussion of the correct ways of 

forwarding complaints to the sultan by the abused 

(208b). This, in turn, is followed by a set of sugges-

tions for the guards, watchmen, and criers, who are 

also instructed to keep track of the hideouts where 

game might take cover, as well as their water holes 

or drinking spots. The hunting attendants are warned 

that in order to avoid frustrating the sultan the basic 

routines of the game animals should be studied very 

carefully (208b). It is recommended that the same 

tactics that prove useful in discovering enemy hide-

outs be tried on wild animals. Their dens, holes, lairs, 

nests, and burrows should be raided, and (the equiva-

lents of) spying and treason should also be resorted to 

as necessary tools for success (209a). The author fur-

ther advises including in the sultan’s hunting retinue 

a scholar of Islamic jurisprudence, a muezzin (as an 

expert for calculating the time to call for prayers), a 

secretary, poets well versed in pre-Islamic and Islamic 

poetry, a pharmacist, and others whom the sultan 

may need to rely on when he is out in the country-

side (209b).

 Following some hadith and anecdotes about Caliph 

{Umar and hunting (210a) appear a number of other 

stories that are not directly related to the Ottoman 

royal hunt. One narrates the plight of the caliph who, 

during a hunting party, finds himself lost in the des-

ert until some Bedouins come to his aid (210b). An 

explanation of the virtue of an expression of impa-

tience (210b–211a), “There is no power nor strength 

but in God” (L¸ ¥awla wa l¸ quwwata [ill¸ bi ’ll¸hi]), is 

followed by another anecdote relating to the caliph 

who, having observed the intolerable living conditions 

of his subjects, is said to have gathered his viziers after 

a hunting party to discuss the people’s difficulties, 

needs, and troubles (211b) and to have found it nec-

essary to make changes in the tax-collection system 

(212a). A statement on the need to employ attendants 

to clean the face of the sultan’s horse and to hold his 

falcon is accompanied by a hadith describing how 
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the Prophet wiped perspiration from his horse with 

the skirt of his gown. Yet another story explains how 

the Prophet speared an onager on his way to Mecca. 

Some of his companions ate its meat, while others 

used its skin for clothing, upon which the caliph was 

asked, “Was it sent by God to be consumed by us?” A 

further story relates to the caliph Mutawakkil’s com-

mitment to hunting: upon return from his hunting 

parties, he was known to have paid indemnities for 

the damages caused by his horses to fields under cul-

tivation (212a–212b).

 According to the section on “The Manners of the 

Hunting Attendants” (212b: bu faªl ol Òizmetk¸rlaruñ 

¸d¸bæn bey¸n eder ki), those attendants chosen to walk 

or ride beside the sultan should be very sensitive to 

the sovereign’s needs. In the winter, if they want to 

address the sultan, they should avoid standing in the 

sun for warmth, because the horse might stomp and 

scratch, perhaps kicking dirt on the sultan. The hunt-

ing attendants should also be well trained. When an 

archer shoots an arrow he should say, “I shot in the 

name of the glory and might of the sultan (213a: 

P¸di×¸huñ {izzet ve devletine atdum).

Hunting birds and hounds

Birds of prey used for hunting (bu faªl yærtæcæ ve avlayæcæ 

olan «uy¢ruñ bey¸nædur) are examined in a section begin-

ning on 213b. In a discussion apparently based on 

earlier treatises, certain foreign species (tar}uk and 

sunÚur) are compared and contrasted with those better 

known in the Ottoman world, such as falcons (doÚan), 

peregrine falcons (×¸hºn), hawks (atmaca), and gos-

hawks (ç¸_ær), whose wing coloring, tail and neck 

lengths, and other characteristics are described (214a). 

In accordance with the ancient theory of humors, birds 

of prey are classified into three groups, depending 

on the nature of their blood (dem), phlegm (b¸lÚam), 

and wind (rº¥). The symptoms of the ailments these 

birds are prone to are listed, and also related to their 

defining characteristics (214b). A section on raptors 

(faªl-i cev¸ri¥) includes a discussion of the first histori-

cal figures said to have used falcons while hunting 

(214b–215a). Other sections highlight the role of 

the falconer (215a: bu faªl doÚan ile ªayd eden kimesneyi 

bey¸n eder); provide detailed descriptions of falcons 

(216b: bu faªl doÚanuñ tafªºlin bey¸n eder); show how 

to identify the males of each species (217a: bu faªl 

yærtæcæ ve avlayæcæ _u×laruñ erkeklerüñ di×ilerinden bilmeyi 

bey¸n eder); document the methods used by natives of 

Khorasan to deliver of birds of prey (217a: [bu] faªl 

ehl-i Ùor¸s¸n avcæ olan «uy¢ru nice getürürler anæ bey¸n 

eder); and explain how falcons are trained (217a: bu 

faªl doÚanuñ te}dºbin bey¸n eder). The next page displays 

a miniature of a leopard accompanied by its handler 

or caretaker (218a).

 The beginning of a new section on hunting with 

hounds (218b: bu faªl ªayd-æ kil¸bæ bey¸n eder) is indi-

cated by the depictions of an attendant with three 

hounds; on the opposite page, however, are depicted 

three falconers (figs. 1–2). Unfortunately, the rest of 

the text is missing, and the miniatures that follow 

appear in no definite order, all coming to an end on 

folio 253b. What is likely to have been there? A com-

parison with a thirteenth-century hunting treatise, 

which offers a good example of the medieval litera-

ture on this subject, may give us some idea of the for-

mat and contents of the sections that might have been 

planned. The manuscript in question was presented 

to the caliph as well as to Imam al-Mustansir Billah, 

also known as al-Mansur bi-Fadl Allah, who was a mil-

itary commander under Abu {Abdallah Muhammad b. 

Yahya, who in turn reigned over much of North Africa 

between 1249 and 1277. It is commonly referred in 

the relevant literature to as “al-Mansur’s book.”115

 The first three volumes of al-Mansur’s book have 

been lost; in published form we have only what remains 

of the fourth volume. The treatise opens with a sec-

tion on predators, enumerating them and setting out 

their distinguishing features. A discussion of hounds 

details their superior qualities, their breeding seasons, 

and their various merits and flaws, as well as how to 

feed, raise, train, and hunt with them; other matters 

having to do with hounds of special quality are also 

addressed. The reader also learns about their various 

eye, ear, throat, and abdominal diseases, as well as 

rabies, and about treatments for wounds, cuts, swell-

ings, ulcers, abcesses, warts, and tumors. The trea-

tise also considers hunting without the aid of animals 

before turning to the targets of the hunt—birds and 

fish as well as quadrupeds.

THE TESTIMONY OF THE MINIATURES

The miniatures appended to the section on hunting 

in the Tu¥fetü’l-mül¢k ve’s-sel¸«ºn illustrate not only 

hunters and their animal aids as mentioned in the 

text but also aspects or activities for which there is 

no textual counterpart. This includes, most strikingly, 
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any case, also included in this section are illustrations 

of wrestlers paired off against one another. Further 

on, there is a double-page representation of a form 

of longeing, with two warriors riding in circles, their 

horses constantly changing lean and direction.118

 Contrasting to all these scenes of combat or combat 

training are several depictions of royal hunting par-

ties, in which the sultan, the sultana, and her ladies-

in-waiting figure prominently (figs. 9 and 10). These 

genre paintings are remarkable not only because they 

relate to the social setting of the royal hunts, but also 

because they exemplify the artistic style of the age. 

Furthermore, this group of miniatures, more than any 

other, embodies one of the messages that the patron 

of the manuscript in question appears to have wanted 

to convey (to judge from the numerous textual refer-

illustrations of warriors in various types of training or 

combat positions (figs. 3 and 4, 5 and 6). It may be 

that the inclusion of these fighters was intended to 

highlight the function of the hunt as a military exercise. 

This conjecture seems to be further supported by the 

fact that most of the warriors—mounted or not, but 

also in full armor—are shown training in “nature,” 

not only with various inanimate targets but also by 

hunting boars, lions, snakes, birds, goats, gazelles, and 

even, oddly enough, ostriches (figs. 7 and 8). Curi-

ously, there are also depictions of cavalrymen wearing 

war masks, even while riding horses,116 together with 

other riders on giraffes, elephants, or camels. Even 

if we had not been told anything about the origin or 

original form of this manuscript, this by itself would 

point to a Mamluk model for these miniatures.117 In 

Figs. 1 and 2. Hunting aids: attendants with falcons and hounds. Topkapæ Palace Museum Library, H. 415, fols. 218b–219a. 

(Photo: Hadiye Cangökçe, courtesy of the Topkapæ Palace Museum Library)
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Figs. 3 and 4. A cavalryman with a club-like weapon, opposite a horseman spearing a wild boar from his saddle. Topkapæ Palace 

Museum Library, H. 415, fols. 243b–244a. (Photo: Hadiye Cangökçe, courtesy of the Topkapæ Palace Museum Library)

Figs. 5 and 6. A king hunting wth his falcon, opposite a heavy cavalryman wielding a bared sword and riding an armored 

horse. Topkapæ Palace Museum Library, H. 415, fols. 219b–220a. (Photo: Hadiye Cangökçe, courtesy of the Topkapæ Palace 

Museum Library)
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Figs. 7 and 8. Two kings on horseback, one shooting at an antelope and the other at a lioness. Topkapæ Palace Museum 

Library, H. 415, fols. 246b–247a. (Photo: Hadiye Cangökçe, courtesy of the Topkapæ Palace Museum Library)

Figs. 9 and 10. A party or gathering of women during a royal hunt, opposite a huntsman on horseback shooting a charging 

bear. Topkapæ Palace Museum Library, H. 415, fols. 245b–246a. (Photo: Hadiye Cangökçe, courtesy of the Topkapæ Palace 

Museum Library)
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ences and repetitions)—namely, that while it is nor-

mal for luxury, pleasure, and even various kinds of lust 

to be commonly associated with royal hunting parties, 

there is much more to hunting than these self-indul-

gent aspects. 

In contrast, it is the self-indulgent aspects of such 

leisurely activities that are disparagingly emphasized 

in two copies (perhaps a decade apart) of a contem-

porary manuscript on eschatology, Tercüme-i Mift¸¥ 

cifrü’l-c¸mi{, which contain miniatures with similar 

themes relayed through similar compositions. The 

scene in question relates to an apocalyptic event, 

the sending of the wind that, it was believed, would 

take the souls of all true believers so that in the end 

only the sinful would suffer the apocalypse. It is rep-

resented by a group of people engaged in frivolous 

activities outdoors, that is to say, in “nature”—a set-

ting similar to that of a hunting party.119 In an illus-

tration in the earlier copy of the Tercüme, two women 

playing a cymbal and a harp accompany a third who 

is dancing, while yet another woman serves a drink to 

a youth seated cross-legged on a throne; in the later 

copy, the female figures are replaced by males, and 

the cupbearer is replaced by a young man reading a 

book. The changes in the second copy, which was pre-

pared during the reign of Ahmed I, may have been 

introduced to please the pious sultan, or some in his 

immediate retinue, on the assumption that he might 

not have tolerated representations of women, espe-

cially in such a setting.120

 In the Tu¥fetü’l-mül¢k ve’s-sel¸«ºn, representations of 

ladies in party scenes appear on separate folios, with 

the sultana and her attendants in one group and the 

entertainers in another. It is possible that the depic-

tions of the sultana participating in hunting parties 

were originally meant to be juxtaposed, face to face, 

with compositions comprising musicians and danc-

ers, so as to create a more impressive double folio of 

playfulness (figs. 11 and 12). It is also possible that 

the depictions of the sultana and her ladies-in-wait-

ing were intended to face those of the royal hunter 

in the company of his attendants, enthroned, wearing 

his royal insignia (notably the Persian-style crown), 

and occasionally bearing a falcon on his hand. Most 

importantly, there is always a person of status seated 

to the right of the throne, recalling Asaf ibn Barkh-

iya, the wise and learned vizier of Solomon (figs. 13 

and 14). This version certainly recalls a very common 

model in Islamic painting, the depictions of Solomon 

and Bilqis, the Queen of Sheba, enthroned outdoors 

in “nature” and surrounded by animals, birds, and 

supernatural creatures. 

The puzzle of the two painters

Of the seventy-two miniatures included in the third 

chapter of the Tu¥fetü’l-mül¢k ve’s-sel¸«ºn, thirty-five 

depict some aspect or feature of the hunt (including 

the entertainment scenes), while thirty-seven are explic-

itly related to the martial arts. Among the latter are 

singular figurative representations that strictly follow 

a compositional model. The figures, mostly static, with 

only arms and hands moving, are extremely repetitive; 

only the costumes vary to some extent, displaying non-

Ottoman regional origins or social status. Mounted 

figures are often represented in three-quarter view 

(figs. 15 and 16), but frontal and rear depictions, 

and even one in full profile, are also present in the 

throne and entertainment scenes. The representa-

tions of nature are conventional, following standard 

compositional models consisting of bare, rocky hills 

and a few trees. Nevertheless, the depictions of the 

trees are quite distinctive.

 Two styles of painting are easily and patently dis-

cernible (figs. 17 and 18).121 They differ, for example, 

in Painter A’s preference for pale colors as opposed to 

the deep, vivid, and strong colors favored by Painter B. 

The subtle tones of Painter A’s palette and his paint-

erly style contrast with the boldness and self-posses-

sion of Painter B. The treatment of depth also differs: 

while Painter A’s landscapes are quite flat, Painter B 

carefully differentiates between the foreground, middle 

ground, and background and better conveys the third 

dimension. Painter B’s characteristic eyes, brows, and 

moustaches add humor to his work. In addition to the 

stylistic differences between the two artists apparent 

in their representations of facial features, trees, hills, 

rocks, and flowering shrubs, and in their respective 

preferences in color scheme, there is a discrepancy 

in their painting materials, those of Painter B being 

of higher quality. Another quite striking difference 

between the two can be seen in their depictions of the 

trappings and coverings of the horses:  for example, 

while Painter A’s caparisons feature two slits on the 

side flaps, Painter B’s have a single slit at the center 

of each side flap. It seems plausible that while Painter 

B was already a mature artist in the 1610s, Painter A 

might have been an advanced apprentice, working 

with materials of poorer quality. But probably the sit-

uation was more complicated; the circumstances that 
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Figs. 11 and 12. A king with his falcon at a hunting party, his attendants behind him, talking with a learned man sitting on 

the ground, opposite a mail-coated cavalryman on horseback shooting at a huge snake. Topkapæ Palace Museum Library, H. 

415, fols. 232b–233a. (Photo: Hadiye Cangökçe, courtesy of the Topkapæ Palace Museum Library)

Figs. 13 and 14. Two scenes from a hunting party: a falcon-bearing king talking with a learned man, and, opposite, his women, 

seated or standing separately. Topkapæ Palace Museum Library, H. 415, fols. 251b–252a.  (Photo: Hadiye Cangökçe, courtesy 

of the Topkapæ Palace Museum Library)
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in the illustration of at least twenty manuscripts with 

historical and literary themes. Nakka× Hasan was cer-

tainly a product of the palace in the “classical” sense. 

He too, however, was many-sided, and fit in nicely 

with the new realities of the Ottoman military-bureau-

cratic elite. When he was appointed agha of the janis-

saries in early March 1604, immediately after Ahmed 

I’s enthronement, he was already an esteemed artist 

who had worked with Nakka× Osman (d. 1598?). Since 

that master’s demise, he had been in overall charge 

of the palace workshops. Nevertheless, because he 

was paid for his services elsewhere, his name never 

appears on the payroll lists of the na__¸×Ò¸ne. In 1604, 

Nakka× Hasan Pasha was also engaged in training the 

troops preparing for a campaign in Hungary. It would 

not therefore be illogical to regard him as a potential 

illustrator of a manuscript on horsemanship. Never-

brought the works of the two artists of different cali-

ber together in a royal project deserve scrutiny.

 Men of multiple identities and diverse backgrounds 

infused Ahmed I’s court with a new dynamism. One 

member of this new wave was Kalender Pasha (d. 1616), 

whose interesting name (unique in Ottoman military-

bureaucratic service) and swift rise to high office sug-

gest that his origins might have been in some eastern 

center of power. Once conscripted, he appears to have 

conformed well within the newly evolving Ottoman 

system, benefitting to the utmost from all the oppor-

tunities coming his way. Kalender’s multifaceted tal-

ents and artistic output reveal a man of a complex 

and compound culture.122

In contrast to the “adventurer” Kalender stood 

Nakka× Hasan (d. 1623), a celebrated artist in the early-

seventeenth-century Ottoman court, who was involved 

Figs. 15 and 16. Identically equipped heavy cavalrymen on elaborately caparisoned and armored horses, depicted from 

both sides to show what was worn or carried to the right or left of the saddle. Topkapæ Palace Museum Library, H. 415, fols. 

140b–141a. (Photo: Hadiye Cangökçe, courtesy of the Topkapæ Palace Museum Library)
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Figs. 17 and 18. Two heavy cavalrymen fencing, their lances held in both hands, opposite a cavalryman spearing an unhorsed 

warrior lying helpless on the ground. Topkapæ Palace Museum Library, H. 415, fols. 158b–159a. (Photo: Hadiye Cangökçe, 

courtesy of the Topkapæ Palace Museum Library)

theless, although it seems that he continued even in 

this period to work as an artist, his style, akin to the 

miniatures of the Baghdad school, bears no resem-

blance to that of either Painter A or Painter B in the 

Tu¥fetü’l-mül¢k ve’s-sel¸«ºn. 

The career of another celebrated artist of the period, 

Ahmed Nak×i (d. after 1622), whose early exposure to 

European art and painting is beyond dispute, is also 

characteristic of this period of transformation.123 Like 

Nakka× Hasan Pasha, he does not show up in the pay-

roll registers of the na__¸×Ò¸ne. Ahmed Nak×i’s hand 

is most discernible in his individualized portraits, 

each executed with finesse and exhibiting a distin-

guishable physiognomy. While Painters A and B also 

appear to be quite competent artists, their styles are 

notably distinct from those of Nakka× Hasan Pasha 

and Ahmed Nak×i. 

Exploring diverse networks and backgrounds

Despite their anonymity, I believe that the two paint-

ers of the Tu¥fetü’l-mül¢k ve’s-sel¸«ºn should be sought 

among the masters of Ottoman painting. The repre-

sentations by these two painters of horses and warriors, 

as well as of courtly gatherings, recall, for example, 

those of the Øehn¸me-i Türkº manuscripts from more 

or less the same period, mostly commissioned during 

the reign of Osman II (1618–22) by lesser statesmen.124 

Furthermore, the bold self-confidence of Painter B is 

similar to that displayed in some of the illustrations of 

two Øehn¸me-i Türkº manuscripts perhaps commissioned 

in the reign of Ahmed I, one of which is in the New 

York Public Library’s Spencer Collection (figs. 19 and 

20),125 and the other in the Bibliothèque nationale de 

France in Paris.126 Two illustrated anthologies of poetry 
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In contrast, the subtle tones of Painter A’s palette 

match other paintings (1616–20?) now in the Spencer 

Collection of New York Public Library, as well as those 

in the Øehn¸me-i Türkº in the Uppsala Universitetsbib-

liotek (dated 1620, with a record of the manuscript’s 

having taken four years to produce, making it possible 

to date its commissioning to the last years of Ahmed I’s 

reign),130 the Øehn¸me-i N¸dirº (ca. 1622),131 and some 

other Øehn¸mes from the same period, including those 

that are now truncated and dispersed.132 Two Otto-

man Øehn¸mes now in the manuscript libraries of St. 

Petersburg also contain miniatures that compare with 

the output of Painters A and B in the Tu¥fetü’l-mül¢k 

ve’s-sel¸«ºn. Yet again, there are albums from the first 

in the British Library also include miniatures remi-

niscent of Painter B’s personal and intrepid style.127 

Furthermore, combined with his rendering of depth, 

the manner in which Painter B depicts the countryside, 

especially hills, plants, trees, and rocks—his sense of 

humor in imbuing the rocks with human faces (figs. 

21 and 22) is akin to the mood of Ahmed Nak×i, and, 

more distantly, to that of the Tahmasp Sh¸hn¸ma—is 

reminiscent of elements from other manuscripts and 

albums of the period.128 “In several of the illustra-

tions, the artist tried to add realism by placing the 

trees in dead ground,” Meredith-Owens has said of 

the contemporary miniatures that I find similar in 

style to Painter B’s.129 

Fig. 19. Bahram Gur kills a unicorn (karg) during his sojourn 

in India. Spencer Collection, New York Public Library, Ms. 

Turk 1, fol. 474a. (Photo: courtesy of the New York Public 

Library)

Fig. 20. Giv and Tus fighting with Kamus. Spencer Collec-

tion, New York Public Library, Ms. Turk 1, fol. 246a. (Photo: 

courtesy of the New York Public Library)
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on the whole, this group of miniature artists, working 

in the Ottoman capital in the first quarter of the sev-

enteenth century, were more accomplished than their 

counterparts who were paving the way for the Iranian 

epic’s new visual reinterpretation under the eminent 

late-sixteenth-century master Nakka× Osman.136

Filiz Çaqman and Zeren Tanændæ have recently 

argued that the rich artistic environment created by 

Mevlevi intellectuals in medieval Anatolia and beyond 

was still considerably alive in the early 1600s, resulting 

in the production of a number of Mesnevi and illus-

trated Øehn¸me-i Türkº manuscripts.137 A Mevlevi poet 

and calligrapher, Cevri ~brahim Çelebi (ca. 1595–1654), 

produced several copies of both texts. In 1978, Esin 

Atæl also made some keen observations concerning the 

connections between the illustrations of the various 

Øehn¸me-i Türkº manuscripts of the early seventeenth 

century. For example, regarding the miniatures of the 

New York Public Library Spencer Collection copy, she 

quarter of the seventeenth century containing individ-

ual studies that yield a close match with the output of 

the two Tu¥fetü’l-mül¢k ve’s-sel¸«ºn painters.133

 Who, then, were these industrious artists? Were they 

employed at the imperial court, or did they work free-

lance in Istanbul? Were they members of the military-

bureaucratic machine, whose careers had therefore 

removed them at some point from the capital and the 

na__¸×Ò¸ne? Or were they immigrants to Istanbul? Con-

sidering the abundance of miniatures produced for 

the many Øehn¸me-i Türkº copies and for other manu-

scripts of the period,134 including those of the Tu¥fetü’l-

mül¢k ve’s-sel¸«ºn, could these artists be among those 

who had been busy at the end of the sixteenth cen-

tury producing commercial copies (for lesser gran-

dees) in Shiraz or Tabriz or elsewhere?135 Or should 

we search for Painters A and B among the Sufi cir-

cles of the Ottoman capital? Even if we do not have a 

clear-cut answer at this point, it is crucial to note that, 

Figs. 21 and 22. Two horses in a landscape; rocks in the foreground of the left-hand folio bear a human face in profile. Topkapæ 

Palace Museum Library, H. 415, fols. 53b–54a. (Photo: Hadiye Cangökçe, courtesy of the Topkapæ Palace Museum Library) 
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to translate Asafi’s Cel¸l ü Cem¸l from Persian.144) In 

February 1609, Hafæz Ahmed was dismissed as grand 

admiral and appointed governor-general of Damas-

cus.145 Following several expeditions against Celali 

rebels, he joined forces with the grand vizier Kuyucu 

Murad Pasha and campaigned all the way to Tabriz 

in 1610.146 In 1611, he was also dismissed from his 

Damascus governorship, though not, apparently, in 

disgrace, since upon his return to Istanbul he is noted 

to have attended state ceremonies. Not only during 

various celebrations (such as royal marriages) but in 

other instances too, he often appeared next to Nakka× 

Hasan Pasha (ittif¸_ ile cem{ºyet ederler), who was not 

only his senior but also, at the time, a vizier in the 

Imperial Council. One such occasion was the mar-

riage of Ay×e Sultan to Nasuh Pasha.147 Hafæz Ahmed 

later served as governor-general of Aleppo, Erzurum, 

Diyarbakær, and Baghdad, and was involved in several 

anti-rebel expeditions in the east.148

 Just before his appointment to Diyarbakær in the 

spring of 1622, he was recalled to Istanbul to be mar-

ried to a princess, who remains unidentified in the 

sources.149 We do not know what then happened to 

this marriage or the unnamed princess. But four years 

later, in 1626, Hafæz Ahmed is reported to have mar-

ried Ay×e Sultan—the daughter of Ahmed I whose mar-

riage to Nasuh Pasha he had attended in 1611. (This 

appears to have been Ay×e Sultan’s fifth or sixth mar-

riage to a leading dignitary). Clearly Hafæz Ahmed’s 

periodic absences from Istanbul had not prevented him 

from maintaining his ties with palace circles. What we 

know of his artistic patronage fits in with this broad 

picture. A long inscription on folio 591v of the Spen-

cer Collection Øehn¸me-i Türkº describes the various 

stages of the manuscript’s creation and later repairs. 

It says (in the New York Public Library’s transcription) 

that the grand vizier and imperial son-in-law (d¸m¸d) 

Hafæz Pasha borrowed a manuscript of the Ottoman 

Turkish translation of Firdawsi’s Sh¸hn¸ma that had 

been made for the Mamluk Sultan Qansuh al-Ghawri 

in 906 (1500–1501) by Øerif Amidi Efendi, and per-

suaded the famous calligrapher Dervish {Abdi Efendi 

of the Mevlevihane (in Istanbul) to copy it for him. 

Schmitz has dated the preparation of the manuscript 

to between 1616 and 1620.150 But the fact that Hafæz 

Ahmed was simultaneously grand vizier and a d¸m¸d 

when he borrowed the Øehn¸me from the palace library 

should date the completion of the manuscript to, at 

the earliest, 1624–25, during his first period in high-

est office.151 

noted that “sixty-eight of the paintings reflect the ves-

tiges of the classical court style, while fourteen were 

made by the same artist who worked on the Uppsala 

manuscript with Nak×i.”138 Since then, Barbara Schmitz 

has attributed sixty-seven of the paintings to “a follower 

of Osman” (meaning Nakka× Osman), actually relating 

the artist in question to the eminent ser-na__¸× (chief 

painter) as a son or nephew. She has attributed the 

other fifteen (note Atæl’s division of sixty-eight and 

fourteen as opposed to Schmitz’s sixty-seven and fif-

teen) to an artist she calls “the Bizhan Master,” after 

his most outstanding work in the Spencer Collection 

Øehn¸me. It is directly to Ahmed Nak×i that she has 

attributed a final twenty-six.139

Narrowing the search: pinpointing the patron and the 

unnamed Painter B

I would argue that one of Ahmed Nak×i’s associates 

in the production of the Spencer Collection Øehn¸me-i 

Türkº must have also contributed to the Uppsala, Paris, 

and St. Petersburg copies, and must be the artist whom 

I have identified as Painter B in the Tu¥fetü’l-mül¢k 

ve’s-sel¸«ºn miniatures.140 I would further argue that 

both this prolific painter and his colleague Painter 

A worked in the Ottoman capital, in close proximity 

to and in some kind of working relationship with the 

na__¸sÒ¸ne—and as equals or near-equals to Nakka× 

Hasan Pa×a or Ahmed Nak×i, not so much in terms of 

their origins and training or the artistic circles they 

belonged to but certainly in terms of the numbers of 

high-level commissions they received from art patrons 

in Istanbul in the first quarter of the seventeenth cen-

tury.141 It was, indeed, the rise of a new generation of 

patrons of the arts that generated a more fluid mobil-

ity among artists, enabling a new genre of painting to 

flourish outside the walls of the Topkapæ Palace.

 The Spencer Collection Øehn¸me-i Türkº was copied 

in nasta{lºq by the calligrapher Dervish {Abdi-i Mevlevi 

for Hafæz Ahmed Pasha (d. 1632), who was closely 

related to Ahmed I.142 Hafæz Ahmed had joined the 

Ender¢n when he was fifteen; chosen for his voice, 

he was trained as a ¥¸fæ¬, one who recites the entire 

Qur}an by heart. As the boon companion of Ahmed 

I, Hafæz Ahmed likely waited on the sultan during 

hunting parties in or near the capital. In February 

1608, when he was chief falconer (doÚancæba×æ), Hafæz 

Ahmed was simultaneously promoted to a vizierate 

and appointed grand admiral.143 (It was around this 

time that he recommended Mustafa Safi to the sultan 
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Hafæz Ahmed’s frequent postings to the eastern 

provinces of Damascus, Aleppo, Erzurum, Diyarbakær, 

and Baghdad tie in nicely with the additional infor-

mation that he “brought painters and bookbinders 

from India to illustrate and illuminate the manu-

script” (maÒª¢ªan Hindden ress¸m ve mücellid celbiyle 

tersºm ve tezhºb etdirilüp).152 At the same time, the fur-

ther point that Dervish {Abdi-i Mevlevi, the copyist of 

the Spencer Collection Øehn¸me, had studied in Isfa-

han and, upon his return, established ties with Hafæz 

Ahmed Pasha, who is thought to have been close to 

Mevlevi circles in general, is highly suggestive of the 

Sufi networks operating in manuscript production in 

early-seventeenth-century Istanbul.153 Hence, in a cer-

tain way, the networks and backgrounds suggested by 

Çaqman and Tanændæ, Atæl, and Schmitz all seem to 

come together.

Turning to the Tu¥fetü’l-mül¢k ve’s-sel¸«ºn, it is quite 

possible, indeed probable, that even though its trans-

lation is said to have been commissioned directly by 

Ahmed I, the illustrated manuscript was initiated by 

Hafæz Ahmed Pasha, who was, after all, an aspiring 

patron of the arts. Closely involved in the royal hunt 

as chief falconer, he may already have had access, 

while in that position, to artists in Sufi circles, from 

among whom he could have hired Painter B and the 

other team members. The privilege of hunting in the 

retinue of the sultan conferred not only status but 

also responsibility. The chief falconer, always in the 

top ranks of the hunting establishment despite the 

ebb and flow of Ottoman practice, was at that time 

its direct head.154 As such, he had to be even more 

conscientious than the other hunting attendants and 

confidants. In a sense, it was his task to address the 

ruler discreetly and decorously about issues that the 

sultan’s hunting confidants—and/or the particular fac-

tion that the chief falconer belonged to—perceived 

to be menacing both the person of the sovereign and 

his state, as well as his rulership. This is why parts of 

the Tu¥fetü’l-mül¢k ve’s-sel¸«ºn read like a naªº¥atn¸me, 

a fine example of “mirror for princes” literature. 

As provincial appointments took Hafæz Ahmed Pasha 

away from the capital and the court, the comple-

tion of the manuscript would have been repeatedly 

delayed. In the meantime, Ahmed I, to whom it was 

to be presented, died in 1617. It is quite likely that 

the Spencer Collection Øehn¸me, too, was produced 

under such circumstances in the first quarter of the 

seven teenth century. After all, of the 108 miniatures of 

that Øehn¸me, there is a near consensus on sixty-seven 

or sixty-eight as being the work of Nakka× Osman’s 

studio, and on another twenty-six or twenty-seven as 

being by the eclectic painter Ahmed Nak×i, whose 

work would come to be more closely associated with 

the reign of Osman II.

 What remains is that crucial middle group of four-

teen or fifteen paintings that are typical of the reign 

of Ahmed I—by somebody whom Esin Atæl describes 

as “the same artist who worked on the Uppsala man-

uscript with Nak×i,” and whom Barbara Schmitz has 

chosen to call “the Bizhan Master.”155 I remain thor-

oughly persuaded that this same unknown painter also 

created the sumptuous images for the Tu¥fetü’l-mül¢k 

ve’s-sel¸«ºn.

A MANUSCRIPT INTENDED AS YET ANOTHER 
BOOK OF KINGS

In his War in the Middle Ages, Philippe Contamine 

refers to the warrior element in hunting, noting 

that because of the armored cavalryman’s key role 

in medieval armies, “all exercise on horseback [by 

the knightly classes], notably hunting, could be con-

sidered as preparation for war.”156 Richard Almond 

further elaborates on what was expected of hunting 

in this regard: 

For a knight should always engage in anything to do 

with arms or chivalry and, if he can not do so in war, 

he should do so in activities which resemble war. And 

the chase is most similar to war for these reasons: war 

demands expense met without complaint; one must be 

well horsed and well armed; one must be vigorous, and 

do without sleep, suffer lack of good food and drink, 

rise early, sometimes have a poor bed, undergo heat and 

cold, and conceal one’s fear.157 

In time, of course, as ideology perhaps initially growing 

out of material thresholds and class divisions came to 

subsume and represent all such conditions or causal 

links and to acquire an autonomy of its own, royalty 

and the rest of the ruling elite also hunted as part of 

their legacy—it was a birthright, and it was expected 

of them. Yet another dimension of this complex out-

look was that, for the warrior elite organized around a 

monarchical nucleus, avoiding idleness, and therefore 

sin, was important, and hunting provided the ideal 

anodyne of healthy, violent, and enjoyable exercise. 

 The evidence points to the royal hunt as a large-

scale consumer of resources—animal, human, admin-
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istrative, and financial.158 Hence, for example, criticism 

was leveled at Chinese officials on the grounds that 

they ignored the disruption of arable and other natu-

ral resources, the burden that the royal hunt exerted 

on the locals who were drawn into its vortex, the fis-

cal drains entailed by the construction of hunting 

parks replete with numerous facilities, and the gen-

eral extravagance it all embodied.159 Nizam al-Mulk, 

the eminent vizier of Sultan Malik Shah (d. 1092), 

reflected the same kind of apprehension when, in his 

Siyasetn¸me, he agreed that hunting helped the ruler 

to establish contact with his subjects but simultane-

ously warned that excessive involvement would bring 

misfortune. Malik Shah was, in fact, hugely preoccu-

pied with hunting.160 All such concerns and criticism 

led to the need to explore and extol the significance 

of the royal hunt from the perspective of politics.161 

As post-Süleymanic sultans abandoned direct and 

personal leadership of military campaigns, the extended 

sojourns to Edirne that had been part of westbound 

expeditions came to an end. The vigorous hunting 

parties of the recent past in the vicinity of Edirne and 

further west also became less frequent in the late six-

teenth century. Against the background of that recent 

past, Ahmed I’s reengagement with the hunt seems 

to have been manipulated by the aghas of the court, 

who may have been yearning for a sultan as grand 

and victorious as Ahmed’s great-grandfather—and 

who may therefore have been looking for a revival 

of the hunting tradition as a substitute or surrogate 

for the grander tradition of the sultan going out on 

military campaigns. As a result, rather than criticism 

there seems to have been more and weightier praise, 

even glorification, of the royal hunt.

The intended royal reader of the Tu¥fetü’l-mül¢k 

ve’s-sel¸«ºn was still quite young when the project started, 

and also limited in his hunting experience to bird-

hunting in the royal gardens of Istanbul. Even with-

out these limiting factors, he may have been regarded 

as needing some sort of stimulus for reading it. Even 

if the original was not illustrated, there were certainly 

Mamluk, or even earlier, illustrated texts in the Istanbul 

collections that served as models for the Tu¥fetü’l-mül¢k 

ve’s-sel¸«ºn.162 It may be, however, that these medieval 

illustrations no longer appealed to the Ottoman eye. 

In the absence of extant prototypes for the illustra-

tions of a hunting treatise that would suit the aspira-

tions of the Ottoman elite in the early seventeenth 

century, artists turned once again to the iconography 

of combats and hunts of the Sh¸hn¸ma tradition. After 

all, many of the most competent artists at the time 

were busy illustrating Øehn¸me-i Türkº manuscripts for 

different patrons. Thus, the tripartite Mamluk text was 

refurbished with miniatures reflecting an acclimatized, 

Ottomanized vocabulary, though broadly and loosely 

inspired by the Iranian epic. 

The Ottomans had a long history of involvement 

with Firdawsi’s Sh¸hn¸ma and the imagery and ideas 

associated with it. Ottoman artists assimilated, trans-

formed, and at times built on the Iranian epic.163 In 

the case of the Tu¥fetü’l-mül¢k ve’s-sel¸«ºn, the warrior 

types of the Iranian epic, abstracted from their origi-

nal narrative contexts or personifying roles, were easily 

translated into images intended to represent training 

for the hunt and for combat, both seen as preparation 

for war. The scenes of feasts and court life also bear 

an iconographic debt to Sh¸hn¸ma prototypes. Even 

though the purpose of the illustrations was to delight 

and entertain, they contributed in their way to a text 

that was meant to convince, reassure, and encour-

age a young sultan and to establish a model for his 

future behavior—even as it also subtly, politely, and 

diplomatically made value-loaded statements, includ-

ing veiled (potential) criticisms.

Earlier advice literature had used aphorisms and 

didactic tales of ancient kings. In the hunting treatise, 

statements regarding institutional failure, injustice, 

and social disruption, relayed by one of the sultan’s 

most reliable men on behalf of the ruling elite (or one 

faction thereof), were more than insinuations; they 

were direct and operational. It is also possible that 

Hafæz Ahmed and his political companions sought to 

derive their power from the ability of the manuscript 

to appear as if it had arisen from the Øehn¸me tradi-

tion itself. Thus, the Tu¥fetü’l-mül¢k ve’s-sel¸«ºn was, in 

fact, yet another Book of Kings.

Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences 

Sabancæ University, Istanbul 

NOTES

Author’s note: I am grateful to Dr. Filiz Çaqman, the former direc-

tor of the Topkapæ Palace Museum, for bringing this manuscript 

to my attention, and also to Dr. Karin Ådahl, the Director of the 

Swedish Research Institute in Istanbul, who provided me with 

copies of miniatures from the Uppsala manuscript. I owe many 

thanks to my colleague Dr. Aziz Shakir (Sabancæ University) for 

the transliterations and translations from Arabic and Ottoman, 

as well as for locating all the rele vant hadiths plus verses from 

the Qur}an. 
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1. Topkapæ Palace Museum Library, H. 415: 385 x 250 mm, 253 
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Garden Culture,” in Gardens in the Time of the Great Muslim 

Empires, ed. A. Petruccioli, Supplements to Muqarnas, vol. 7 

(Leiden, 1997), 32–71.

66. Tu¥fetü’l-mül¢k ve’s-sel¸«ºn, fol. 202b: …Va_t¸ kim bay«arat {ilmi-

nüñ netºcesi für¢sºyet olduysa ve für¢sºyetüñ netºcesi daÒi hud¢d-æ 

~sl¸mdan Ò¸ric olan a{d¸nuñ ma¾arrat-æ def {i ve bil¸d-æ ~sl¸muñ 

daÒilinde Ò¢n «abº{atlu ve fuh¢d siretlü olan ¬alemenüñ _ayd-æ 

{adl-i sul«¸nº ile _ayd ve ref {i olduysa…

67. Ibid., fol. 202b: …ve bunuñ Òuª¢lü sul«¸nuñ kendü nefsi ile  ªayd-æ 

hev¸sæ ile ªa¥r¸ya ve fe¾¸ya Òur¢cuna müteva__æf olduysa…

68. Ibid., fol. 203a: …Ve sal«anat um¢runa ve ra{iyyet a¥v¸line ªayd 

bah¸nesiyle i««æl¸{ ve ×u{¢rdur ve m¢cibiyle tenfºz-i a¥k¸mdur. Zºr¸ 

ferece ve nüzhet ve seyr ü sül¢ke raÚbet ve rütbet-i {u¬m¸ ve  himmet-i 

_uªv¸dur…

69. Ibid., fol. 203a: Ve mül¢k nefsleriyle ×ol ¥ur¢ba müb¸×eret  etmezler 

ki _albæ ×ecº‘ eder ve aña ta_viyet verür. Ve nüf¢sda {izzi tel_º¥ eder 

ya{nº a×ælar.

70. Ibid., fol. 203a: Ve menf¢s olan nüf¢s ve ebd¸ndan nefs-i lib¸s-æ 

f¸Òiri ref { eder.

71. Ibid., fol. 203a: Pes va_t¸ kim mül¢kuñ {¸deti ve ref¸hiyyeti ve 

zev_ u ªaf¸ya ni{met ve alaya meyl ve sük¢n olduysa _¸hir ve  ma_-

h¢ra ve «¸lib ve ma«l¢ba ve Ú¸lib ve maÚl¢ba ve Ò¸ric ve maÒr¢ca 

ve _¸til ve ma_t¢la ve müb¸×eretsiz ya{nº ni{mete ve nefsüñ hu¾¢r 
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101. Ibid., fol. 205b: cenge müb¸×eret etmeden ªayd yerlerinde parslaruñ 

ve _apl¸nlaruñ ve tazælaruñ ve doÚan ile ×¸hºnüñ ve bunlardan 

Úayrº ªayda mens¢b olan sib¸{ ve «uy¢ruñ ¥amiyyet ve Úayretlerin ve 

i_d¸m ve cür}etlerin ve ªayda Úa¾ab ile yapæ×up yærtma_dan ve yere 

urma_dan nefs-i p¸di×¸hºye Úayret ve ¥amºyet ve cür}et ve ×ec¸{at 

gelüp.

102. Ibid., fol. 205b: eger bil¸dænuñ ¥ud¢dæ civ¸rænda olan küff¸r 

üzere i_d¸m edüp anlara Úalebe etmesidür. Ve eger bil¸dænda zeleme 

üzere <206a> tºÚ-i {ad¸let ile {azm edüp bil¸duñ anlardan ta«hºri 

ve ra{iyyetüñ anlardan taÒlºªidür. Anlardan aÒz eder.

103. Ibid., fol. 206a: …Ve ill¸ ªayd mül¢k ve sel¸«ºne ekl içün ve kesb-i 

«alebi içün resm olænmadæ. S¸’ir sayy¸dlar etdigi gibi ve ªaydæ yem-

ege daÒi anlaruñ i¥tºy¸cæ yo_dur…

104. Ibid., fol. 206a: Belki meliküñ ¾ab« ve hir¸seti ma{rifetinüñ ve 

min {indill¸h p¸di×¸ha em¸net olan re{¸y¸ ve fu_ar¸ göñüller-

inüñ ªaydædur. Zºr¸ ªæfat-æ ¥ayv¸niyye ile muttaªæf olan n¸s va{z 

ve naªº¥atdan müte}essir olmazlar. P¸di×¸huñ siy¸set ve seyfinden 

ve {ad¸let ve Úa¾abændan müte}essir oldu_laræ gibi.

105. Ibid., fol. 206a:

   Çün fe¾¸y-æ dehre çæ_dæk ªayd içün ey ×ehriy¸r 

   ªayd-æ {irf¸n eyleyüp dil mürgünü eyle ×ik¸r 

   ×¸hb¸z-æ himmetin sal Òæf¬-æ {¸lem evcine 

   Zºr¸ ça_ær pençelüdür ×imdi doÚan ehl-i k¸r. 

106. Ibid., fol. 206a: ~mdi bu sebebden ötürü mül¢k ve sel¸«ºn içün 

ªayd resm olændæ ve ªayd emrinden bir nesneyi _uvv¸dlarændan ve 

{askerlerinden bir kimesneye ªayd etmege ruÒªat vermediler.

107. Ibid., fol. 206a: Ve anlaruñ zam¸nænda bir kimesne ªayd etmege 

_¸dir olmadæ. Anlaruñ ªayy¸dlarændan ve mu_arreblerinden Úayrº 

mül¢k üzere Úalebe olan ni{metinden ötürüdür. Pes p¸di×¸hlar 

yærtæcæ c¸n¸varlaruñ ve av avlayæcæ «uy¢ruñ ço_luÚu ile ªayd yerler-

ine nüz¢l eyledüler. Ve ªayd eyledüler.

108. Ibid., fol. 206a: ...ve {asker ve ra{iyyet üzere bundan ¾ararlæ bir 

nesne yo_dur ki bir {askerüñ emºri ªaydda ¥¸ris ola. Zºr¸ bu hezel¸n-æ 

ekberdür ve nice def {a v¸_i{ olmæ×dur ki nice {asker sürücü ve cey× 

ª¸¥ibi olan kimesneler {izzet ve sal«anat içinde ªayd içün ªa¥r¸ya 

çæ_dæ. Pes anuñ {ad¢sæ bir ¥ºle ile bir ªan{at ile anæ ªayd eyledi ve 

aÒz eyledi ve ªayd melikden Úayrº kimesneye l¸yæ_ degildür.

109. Ibid., fol. 206b: zºr¸ p¸di×¸h kendü ¥ük¢meti ta¥tænda olan 

ra{iyyetüñ a¥v¸lini görmek içün ªayd bah¸nesiyle «a×ra çæ_ar ve onuñ 

¥ük¢metinde Úayrº kimesnenüñ medÒali yo_dur. Ve sal«anatænda 

onuñ ×erºki yo_dur t¸ kim ol daÒi ol bah¸ne ile «a×ra çæ_a ve l¸kin 

a¥y¸nen v¸_i{ ola ve mül¢k pe×ºn ªaydæ kendülere ma¥ª¢ª etmi×ler 

idi.

110. Ibid., fol. 206b: Ùal_æ men{ ederlerdi ve doÚanlardan ve yærtæcædan 

pars ve kil¸b gibi beslemekden Úayrº kimesneleri men{ ederlerdi ve 

derlerdi ki bu mül¢küñ ªan{atædur.

111. Ibid., fol. 206b: Ve ×ol kimesne ki anlardan degildür anlara beñze-

mek aña yo_dur ve mül¢k ªayda çæ_arlardæ. Ve ¥¸¾ær olurlardæ. Ve 

cuy¢×uñ sürücülerine evvelden tenbºh ederlerdi ki {askeri sib¸{æn 

ªaydændan Úayrº ×ey’i ªayd etmekden men{ ederlerdi. Ùuª¢ªan kim 

{ad¢ ºl¸dænda oldæ_laræ zam¸nda t¸ kim yollar mü×evve× olmaya 

ve atlar yorulmaya ve va_t olur ki at va¥×º ¥ayvanuñ ardænca 

giderken ökçelenür ve sa_a« olurdu.

112. Ibid., fol. 206b: ªayd mer¸tibinüñ evveli bulutlæ ve açu_ olan 

ev_¸tæ beklemekdür ve bunuñ zam¸næ ×ehrün va¾{æ ve hey}eti ve 

mizacæ ve hav¸sæ ve hav¸sænuñ evfa_æ mi_d¸ræ üzredür. Ve daÒi 

ªayd ev_¸tænuñ ma{rifeti ki ªayduñ her cinsi _anÚæ va_itde ªayd 

olænur ve nirede bulunur.

113. Ibid., fol. 208a: Pes mül¢k ve sel¸«ºn ªayd içün «a×ra çæ_dæ_larænda 

onlara v¸cib olan budur ki ra{iyyetüñ me{¸ribine ve a¥v¸llerine 

anlarda münke×if olur ve a×ik¸re olur ve a{d¸nuñ ve c¸s¢slarænuñ 

yedleri anlarda müb¸×eret eder.

89. Ibid., fol. 204b: Pes vu¥¢× ve «uy¢r anlar ile me}n¢s olup ve ülfet 

edüp anlara mün_¸d oldælar.

90. Ibid., fol. 204b: Pes anlaræ irs¸l eyledüler. Ve anlar daÒi rüc¢{ 

eyledüler ve anlara Òi«¸b eder ba{¾æ edev¸t ile ¸v¸z eyledüler. Pes 

vu¥¢× anlardan fehm eyledüler. Pes anlaræ çaÚærdælar ve anlar daÒi 

anlara ic¸bet eyledüler. Pes _açan kim anlaræ ba×ladælar ve anlar 

daÒi anlaruñ _atænda benº ¸demden ¥üdd¸m gibi _aldælar. Pes 

anlaræ mül¢ka {ar¾ eyledüler.

91. Ibid., fol. 204b: Ve ªayd içün Òur¢cu mül¢k içün tertºb edüp anlara 

emr eyledüler. Pes mül¢küñ _ul¢bu vech-i me×r¢¥ üzere ªayda ta{allu_ 

etdikden soñra {ulem¸ anlara emr eyledüler kim ªayd içün va_ti ve 

zam¸næ içün iÒtiy¸r edeler. Ve yanæna haz¸yiñ ile ªayd ¸l¸tænæ aÒz 

edeler.

92. Ibid., fol. 205a: ve ªayd yerlerinde hav¸da mu{alla_ olan nesneyi 

depretmek gibi ve ªuya koÚayæ ªar_utmak gibi olan um¢ra tenbºh 

edeler ve p¸di×¸hlara l¸yæ_ olan himmet ile ihtim¸m edeler.

93. Ibid., fol. 205a: Zºr¸ p¸di×¸h ªayd içün ªa¥r¸ya Òur¢c etmekle nice 

fev¸yid cem{ eder birisi budur ki ×ehirde ço_ i_¸met etdikden ve «a×ra 

çæ_mamasændan ¥¸ªæl olan æ¾«ær¸bdan tenezzüh ve istir¸¥atdur.

94. Ibid., fol. 205a: ve hav¸yæ aÒz etmekdür. Ve fe¾¸ya na¬ar etmek-

dür ve hav¸nuñ ªæ¥¥atidür.

95. Ibid., fol. 205a: Ve birisi atæ _o×mak ve segirtmekdür.

96. Ibid., fol. 205a: T¸ kim p¸di×¸h ten¥¸ kendü Òav¸ªªæ ile va¥×º 

_ovma_da at ile segirde ve anæ oynada ki ×ehrinde memleketi 

ta¥tænda Òal_ arasænda ana anæ eyitmek mümkün degildür. Ve 

ªayd mev¸tænænda ra_ºbden ve seyr ediciden ten¥¸dur. Ve ×ehrde 

Òal_dan cem{-i Úafºr beyninde edicek mümkündür ki {askerinden ve 

cün¢dundan edn¸ olan kimesne diye ki ben p¸di×¸hdan eyerde daÒi 

mu¥kem otururum ve _uvvetüm ziy¸dedür ve andan daÒi atluyum. 

Pes p¸di×¸ha bu vech ile «a× atarlar.

97. Ibid., fol. 205a: Ve daÒi n¸suñ gözinde ¥ürmetlü görinmez ve p¸di×¸h 

böyle alça_ mertebe a×aÚa inmege mu¥t¸c degildür. Ve p¸di×¸h _açan 

mu¥t¸c oldæ kendü nefsi ile a{d¸ ile ¥arbe müb¸×eret etmege ve bedeni 

ile {izz ü sal«anatdan ve met¸net ve «¸_atden Òur¢c etmege. {As¸kºr 

ve ecn¸dændan soñra ill¸ meger kim {¸lemde _æy¸met _opa.

98. Ibid., fol. 205a: Pes mül¢k içün ªayd ve parslar ve kaplanlar kil¸b 

ve doÚanlar ve «ayruñ ve va¥×º c¸n¸varuñ yærtæcæsæ ve bunlar ile 

segirtmek müste¥¸bdur.

99. Ibid., fol. 205a: T¸ kim p¸di×¸huñ nefsi ×ec¸{at ta¥ªºl ede yærtæcælara 

<205b> müb¸×eret etmekle ve anlaruñ ço_ ef {¸lin mü×¸hede  etmekle 

ve anlara meyl etmekle anlaruñ ×iddetle yapæ×masænda ve Úa¾ab 

etmesinde ve yærtæcælaræ ªayd ile ceng etdiklerin ve g¸h _ahr etdiklerin 

ve g¸h sa«vetlerin ve ªaydæn kendü nefsinden env¸{-æ ¥ºle ile def { 

 etdigin vey¸ andan _açdugun mü×¸hede etmekle ve bundan Úayrº 

v¸_i{ olan sib¸{ ile ªayd a¥v¸lin mü×¸hede etmekle pes p¸di×¸h üzere 

yærtæcælaræn aÒl¸_æ Úalebe eder.

100. Ibid., fol. 205b: Pes ×iddet ile {azm ve teveccühü ve {izzeti ve milk 

ve ra{iyyet üzere ¥im¸yeti ve ¥amiyyeti ve a{d¸ üzere i_d¸mæ bunlar 

_apar ve p¸di×¸huñ yærtæcælar ile ªayduñ a¥v¸lini mü×¸hede etmesi 

ve seyr etmesi ¥arb ve cenge onuñ müb¸×ereti ma_¸mænda _¸}im 

olur ki cenge müm¸reset edüp aña müb¸×eret olan bah¸dærlar ve 

Ú¸zºler {ad¢ya bunuñ gibi Úalebe edüp bu ef {¸l anlardan ª¸dæra olur 

ya{nº p¸di×¸h kendü nefsi ile ceng ve ¥arb meyd¸næna ¥¸¾ær olup 

pehliv¸nlar ve Ú¸zºlerüñ c¢× u Òur¢×larændan fº sebillill¸h Úayret 

ve ¥amiyyetlerinden ve {ad¢yu yærtup urma_dan ve _atl etmekden 

ve Úalebe edüp hay_ærma_dan aña Úayret ve ¥amiyyet ve ªec¸{at 

geldügi gibi.
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phy Tercüme-i Øa_¸yæ_-i Nu{m¸niye (Topkapæ Palace Museum 

Library, H. 1263), the anthology of poetry Dºv¸n-æ N¸dirº 

(Topkapæ Palace Museum Library, H. 889), the annals of 

the Hotin campaign of Osman II Øehn¸me-i N¸dirº (Topkapæ 

Palace Museum Library, H. 1124), and several copies of the 

Øehn¸me-i Türkº (see n. 124 below).

124. Early-seventeenth-century Øehn¸me-i Türkº manuscripts were 

based on a verse translation by Øerif Amidi, composed prob-

ably in Cairo in 1500–1501 on the orders of the Mamluk 

sultan Qansuh al-Ghawri, as well as a prose translation by 

Dervish Hasan Medhi, ordered by {Osman II (r. 1617–22). 

Illustrated copies of the verse translation are found in the 

Spencer Collection of the New York Public Library, Spencer 

Turk. Ms. 1 (123 miniatures); the St. Petersburg Branch of 

the Institute of Oriental Studies (Russian Academy of Sci-

ences), E 8 (two miniatures); and the Edwin Binney, 3rd 

Collection of Turkish Art at LACMA, M.85.237.32 (six minia-

tures). Illustrated copies of the prose translation are located 

in Universitetsbibliotek, Upsala, Ms. Celsius I (twenty-eight 

miniatures); Bibliothèque nationale de France, Paris, ms. 

suppl. turc. 326 (fifteen miniatures); and the St. Petersburg 

State University Library, no. 1378 (twenty-nine miniatures). 

For patrons (and calligraphers) from Mevlevi circles see 

Filiz Çaqman and Zeren Tanændæ, “Illustration and the Art 

of the Book in the Sufi Orders in the Ottoman Empire,” in 

Sufism and Sufis in Ottoman Society: Sources, Doctrine, Rituals, 

Turuq, Architecture, Literature and Fine Arts, Modernism, ed. A. 

Y. Ocak (Ankara, 2005), 501–27. See also S. Baqcæ, “From 

Translated Word to Translated Image: The Illustrated Øeh-

nâme-i Türkî Copies,” Muqarnas 17 (2000): 162–76. 

125. New York Public Library, Spencer Turk. ms. 1: see R. Gott-

heil, “The Shahnâmeh in Turkish: An Illuminated Manu-

script in the Spencer Collection,” Bulletin of the New York 

Public Library 36, 8 (1936): 8–11, 3 pls.; Atæl, “The Art of the 

Book,” in Turkish Art, 214–15 and 217 fig. 112; B. Schmitz, 

Islamic Manuscripts in the New York Public Library (New York, 

1992), 254–65, figs. 261–84 and pls. XX–XXII. 

126. Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, ms. suppl. turc. 

326. See I. Stchoukine, La peinture turque d’après les manus-

crits illustrés, 2 vols. (Paris, 1971), 2:  pl. 45; H.-C. Graf von 

Bothmer, Türkische Kunst und Kultur aus osmanischer Zeit, 2 

vols. (Frankfurt, 1985), 1:69, cat. 1/31 (fol. 17b).

127. British Library, Or. 4129 and Or. 2709. For Or. 4129 see G. 

M. Meredith-Owens, Turkish Miniatures, (London, 1963), 28 

and pl. 21; N. M. Titley, Miniatures from Turkish Manuscripts: 

A Catalogue and Subject Index of Paintings in the British Library 

and British Museum (London, 1981), pl. 17; and Graf von 

Bothmer, Türkische Kunst und Kultur, 1:67, cat. 1/28. For Or. 

2709 see N. M. Titley, Persian Miniature Painting and Its Influ-

ence on the Art of Turkey and India (London, 1983), 151–57 

and pl. 29. 

128. For Ahmed Nak×i’s rendering of rocks with facial features 

see Tercüme-i Øa_¸yæ_-i Nu{m¸niye, ca. 1619, Topkapæ Palace 

Museum, H. 1263 (forty-nine miniatures), fols. 159b, 163a. 

For another period manuscript that illustrates rocks endowed 

with facial features see Øerefü’l-~ns¸n by L¸mi{º Çelebi, dated 

to 1613, an adaptation of an Arabic philosophical treatise, 

Ikhw¸n al-Saf¸}, on the nobility of man and his superiority 

over animals. All twenty-six miniatures are by Ustad Muham-

mad {Ali, known as Ahtari Shamakhi, whose name appears on 

ve anlaruñ mazl¢miyyetlerine v¸_æf oldu_da anlara lu«f edeler ve 

anlardan ¥¸cet ª¸¥ibi olan kimesnenüñ ¥¸cetlerini _a¾¸ edeler.

114. Ibid., fol. 208a: Pes p¸di×¸h ªayd içün hur¢c edicek ra{iyyete 

evvelden i{l¸mæ etmek gerekdür zºr¸ ra{iyyet içün _or_a_ Ò¸t¢nlar 

ve {azºzü’n-nefsi kimesne vardur ki ¥ic¸büñ ve Òadem ü ha×emüñ 

ªavlet-i ¬ulletine ta¥ammül edemez ve ma¬l¢me olan olan [sic] 

Ò¸t¢nlar ¥azer ve Òavf üzerelerdür.

115. Mu¥ammad ibn Ya¥y¸ Mustanªir al-Awwal, Al-Mansur’s Book 

on Hunting, ed. T. Clark and M. Derhalli (Warminster, 2001). 

For a comprehensive analysis of medieval texts on hunting 

see al-Sarraf, “Mamluk Furûsîyah Literature and Its Ante-

cedents,” 184–90.

116. D. Alexander, “Les masques de guerre,” in Chevaux et cava-

liers arabes dans les arts d’Orient et d’Occident (Paris, 2003), 

100–101.

117. D. Haldane, Mamluk Painting (Warminster, 1978), 79.

118. Tu¥fetü’l-mül¢k ve’s-sel¸«ºn, fols. 225b–226a. Today, longeing 

generally refers to a riderless horse on a long leash running 

in circles around a trainer. 

119. Istanbul University Library, T. 6624, fol. 100b. Compare 

also with a slightly earlier copy of the Tercüme-i Mift¸h Cifrü

’l-C¸mi{: Topkapæ Palace Library, B. 373 (1597–98), fol. 

243b.

120. There are, however, several similar compositions in an album 

put together in this same period and known as the Ahmed I 

Album (Topkapæ Palace Library, B. 408, fols. 14a, 19a).

121. In the first chapter, the miniatures on 1a and 1b, together 

with six unlabeled miniatures appended to the end of the 

chapter (two showing saddled horses, and the other four 

scenes pertaining to horsemanship) are by Painter A. The 

remaining forty miniatures of the first chapter are all by 

Painter B. Thirty-eight of these, representing specific horse 

breeds, mules, and donkeys are stereotypical; the only vari-

ation is in the color of the animals’ coats. No riding equip-

ment is represented with the animals in question, and their 

tails are left to hang loose. Also thrown in are two fantas-

tic creatures, a unicorn-cum-pegasus, and an antelope-like 

quadruped standing on a fish. Furthermore, in contrast to 

the representations of all these breeds in repose, there are 

two identical, double-folio drawings that depict horses in 

motion—possibly jumping over a fence. A third, also iden-

tical, representation of a jumping horse is included a few 

folios later, but the page bearing the hind part of the ani-

mal is missing. It is difficult to identify the artist of these 

three drawings, distributed over five pages. In the second 

chapter, there are twenty-six more miniatures by Painter A, 

and a further eighteen miniatures by Painter B. All of the 

seventy-two miniatures of the third chapter are by Painter 

A.

122. For this “complex and compound culture” see Artan, “Arts 

and Architecture,” 408–80. 

123. A. S. Ünver, Ressam Nak×î: Hayatæ ve Eserleri (Istanbul, 1949); 

E. Atæl, “Ahmed Nak×î, an Eclectic Painter of the Early 17th 

Century,” Fifth International Congress of Turkish Art, ed. G. 

Fehér (Budapest, 1978), 103–121; B. Mahir, “Ahmed Nak×î,” 

in Ya×amlaræ ve Yapætlaræyla Osmanlælar Ansiklopedisi (Istan-

bul, 1999), s.v.; Z. Tanændæ, “Transformation of Words to 

Images: Portraits of Ottoman Courtiers in the Diwans of 

Baki and Nadiri,” Res 43: Anthropology and Aesthetics (Spring 

2003): 131–45. For Nak×i’s work see the historical biogra-
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Türkiye Diyanet Vakfæ ~slâm Ansiklopedisi, s.v. “Cevri ~brahim 

Çelebi”; Çaqman and Tanændæ, “Illustration and the Art of 

the Book,” 511–12.

138. Atæl, “Ahmed Nak×î, an Eclectic Painter,” 108.

139. Schmitz, Islamic Manuscripts, 256.

140. Baqcæ has argued that most of the miniatures were made 

by three artists and has described the artist in question as 

somebody “whose style was very close to [Nakka×] Osman.” 

Baqcæ, “From Translated Word to Translated Image,” 166.

141. Z. Tanændæ, “Bibliophile Aghas (Eunuchs) at Topkapæ Saray,” 

Muqarnas 21 (2004): 333–43.

142. Schmitz, Islamic Manuscripts, 254–255; V. J. Parry,“Ý¸fi¬ A¥med 

Pasha,” in Encyclopaedia of Islam, New Edition (henceforth 

EI2) (Leiden, 1960–2004), s.v.; Mehmed Süreyya, “Hâfæz 

Ahmed Pa×a (Müezzinzâde),” in Sicill-i Osmanî, 6 vols., ed. 

N. Ak bayar and S. A. Kahraman (Istanbul, 1996), 2:556.

143. ~brahim Agâh Pa×a, Va_¸yi{-i T¸rºÒiye (Istanbul, 1909), fol. 

119b, and Muª«af¸ Õ¸fº, Zübdetü’t-Tevârîh, 96, as cited in 

Uzunçar×ælæ, Osmanlæ Devletinin Saray Te×kilâtæ, 421 n. 4.

144. Muª«af¸ Õ¸fº, Zübdetü’t-Tevârîh, 2:140a–140b.

145. {Abdül_¸dir Efendi, Topçular Katibi Tarihi, 547, 555.

146. Ibid., 577, 579, 582.

147. Muª«af¸ Õ¸fº, Zübdetü’t-Tevârîh, 2:170a; {Abdül_¸dir Efendi, 

Topçular Katibi Tarihi, 588. By 1626, Ay×e Sultan had been 

married five more times during the reigns of Osman II and 

Murad IV: see {Abdül_¸dir Efendi, Topçular Katibi Tarihi, 

462, 481, 514.

148. Concerning Hafæz Ahmed Pasha’s service as governor-gen-

eral see {Abdül_¸dir Efendi, Topçular Katibi Tarihi, 633 (on 

Aleppo); 674, 680, 683 (on Erzurum); 702 (on Damascus); 

768, 770, 773 (on Diyarbakær); and 787, 788, 801 (on Bagh-

dad). Regarding the expeditions against rebels see {Abdül_¸dir 

Efendi, Topçular Katibi Tarihi, 656 (for the year 1617); 757 

(for the year 1622); and 786 (for the year 1624).

149. A princess previously promised to Karaka× Mehmed Pasha 
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